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Addendum : Lenin's Recognition of
De Leon's Greatness

It b a symptom of wesknees in a movement ta aeak to
recommend iW by aIleging popularity amnewhare
The
act b inatinctlve. It k the m d t of a h i r e to avoid the dlfflculty of argumentative proof by mbatituting therefor suceerrs
at a dhtanee. h a matter of course, the 4'mcc~"
ever ia a
cane of the wiBh being father to the thought. A dmng movement, strong in the msciourma of its mdnw in predeea
and conclueiona, auch a movement cnot ff it b a u w less here, t h m or anywhere. Kt knows it must prevail
A
m1utton ilgbta Its own battles, and the battle is fought In
each country by dlnt of the mvolutiouary movememt'm own
vlpity.

&.

. .. .

*

The Sodallst movement of America will have ita t a e W
m w w determines by the mciological topography of t h e land.
A movement that hem fu molded by the sociological top+
graphy of any other country ia In the air.
--SD6;NIEI: DELEON

L.G. Raisky, the author of this essay, was probably
purged in Stalin's terror. As history professor at Leningrad University he was in an exposed and vulnerable
position. And, if our assumption is correct, it is just
possible that one of the "crimes" charged against him
was that he wrote admiringly of the great American
Mayxist, Daniel De Leon. Indeed, there i s evidencethe evidence will be printed as an appendix to the
essay-that,
foIlowing the publication of the essay in
the WEEKLYPEOPLE,May 2, 9 and 16, 1931,
Mr. Raisky was "disciplined" for lhis act of Mamist
scholarship. For, quite suddenly, after conducting an
amicable correspondence with National Secretary
Arnold Petersen of the Socialist Labor Party, and even
supplying the Party with an original copy of his essay
in Russian, Mr. Raisky wrote a letter of vehement
denunciation.
AIl this, of coarse, does not aIter the value of Mr.
Raisky's appraisal of Daniel De Leon as an uncompromising foe of opportunism and reformism in the
Ametican labor movement. Indeed, the essay is fresh
and perceptive, and, despite flaws, an excellent stud)#
of De Leon's struggle against the men and movements
bent on obscuring the class struggle.
The fact that it was written at all is a tribute to
the power of De Leon's ideas. For, even as early as
vii
'

1930, a cultural "Iron Curtain" was pulled down
around the Mamist schoIars of Soviet Russia. Swlin's
despotic power was h e a d y formidable. The various
national Communist parties were mere tools of the
Soviet Foreign Ministry. And the frightful purges
that snuffed out the lives of many thousands and sent
millions to suffer a living heil in slave camps were
only a few years off. Yet, in this atmosphere of incipient terror, the Mamist whom Lenin hailed as the only
one to add anything to SociaIist science since Marx
made so deep an impression on this Soviet scholar that
Be wrote this account of De Leon's work and expressed his admiration. At that time there were indditably housands of bona fide Marxists in Soviet
Russia. How many more were there who were impressed by De Leon's writings but who did not publish
their views?
But then anyone who has studied the basic works

of Manc and Engels, and who has accepted their-logic,
must recognize in De Leon a consistent, uncompmis
ing Marxist of the very highest caliber. For De Leon's
Marxist integrity shines in his works. And he is hated,
disparaged and vilified only by rhost who, whether
they claim to be Marxists or not, reject Mam's teachings and principles.
T h e r 956 denunciation of Stalm and retreat from
terror enhanced the value of the view of De Leon by
Raisky, a probable victim of Stalin's purges. But most
importantly of all this essay highlights in an interesting
way some of the great lessons De Leon taught and
some of the great principIes for which he fought.

ERIC HASS

In rhc following pages is presented a translation
by one Povsner of L.G. Raisky's essay, "Daniel De
Leon and the Struggle Against Opportunism in the
American Labor Movement." Raisky is (or was at
the t h e ) professor at Leningrad University, Department of History. It appeared originally in the Comm ~ n i s t ,a magazine published by the American Anarcho-Communist group, issues of September and
October, 1930.The essay was considered to be one of
the best coming from European quarters, so good that
the Editor of the \ 5 T PEOPLE,
~ ~ ~official
~ ~organ
of the Socialist Labor Party, decided to reprint it.
Before doing so, however, efforts were made to
check up on the translation, experience having demonstrated that no reliance could .be placed in the honesty
or disinterestedness of the Anarcho-Communists.
Through the courtesy of Professor Raisky himself
(with 'whom the National Secretary of the Socialist
Labor Party had previously corresponded) a copy of
bhe original Russian edition was secured. Comrade M.
Kowarsky, of Section Kings County, Socialist LaIbor
Party, who is thoroughly conversant with Russian.
compared the Russian very carefdIy with the C Q ~ avnisf version. and on the whole only minor errors
were dismvered, which have been corrected. But of
greater importance than the incidental errors and crudi1 The

Zats OUw M. 3ohaaoa.

ties is the fact that several paragraphs dealing specifically with the Socialist Labor Party and its relation
to t k d e unionism were deliberately sippressed, whether
by the translator or by the publishers matters not.
These ,deletions have been indicated.
The fact of these expurgations adds renewed force
to he contention of the Socialist Lalwr Party that it is
the intended victim of a conspiracy of silence in which
(in c b m m kecognition of the fact that the SLP stands

on the wdrkipg-class iide of the class-struggle line,
with all the'other graqps on the other side) are joined
in fraiedzl fclIowshiC the old capitalist parties, the
labor fakers, the bourgeois-liberal "Socialist party,"
the anarcho-Communist party and its offshoots and
subsidiaries. Despite differences among themselves,
these groups act as.one in their hatred and fear'of the
Sorialist Labor Party. This "community of interest"
in opposing the Mamian Socialist Labor Party has
perhaps been best expressed by W m . J, Ghent, former
member of the Socialist party, at one time one of that
party's chief fornulators of
~ n dpolicies,
and who was secretary to the late Social Democratic
politician, Victor L. Berger, when the latter served in
the U.S. Congress. Said Ghent :
"If there is, so far as I am acquainted with the
situation, one common attitude anlofig aU thcre warring groups, it is that the Socialist Labor Party and
everyone connected with it is to be ignored."
Neither the out-and-out capitalist nor his agents
(coasciow or otherwise) have as yet learned that the
ostrich act: can fool none but h e tribe of ostri&a,
cluding, as we have seen here, the anarcho-Cornmu
nist ostrich.
Wherever necessary, corrections aqd dissenting
I

views have !been recorded in footnotes or in bracketed
statements. Mr. Raisky's own footnotes are indicated
by the initials "L,R." Ours are othemise shown.
In addition, we are printing an appendix prepared by the Editor of the WEEKLY
PEOPLE
and
the National Secretary of the Socialist Labor Party.
With these corrections and exceptions this work is
commended to the readers as one of the fairest and
(within i t s limits) best appraisals of De L o n that st,
far has emanated from non-Socialist Labor Party
sources.

ARNOLD PETERSEN
January, 193 2

-

Ftevolutimm triumphed, whenever they did triumph, by aseerttng #mumdm an8 mar@-t
upon th& god. On
the other hsnd, the fats of Wat Tyler ever is the fate of reform
rebel& fn W iantance, were weak eolmgh to dlow
m
m to be whedled Iato placing their movement fnto
the malda of Richard n, who pro^ '-€
h *@
t 'a
it by mmmhfng the men to the
Give~atmcewtthywr'hfomw!"~isasiekenIng
&rof mwat r n a r l t y la all such petty movements d petty,
w q h t i o m at thn- like th-,
when d&antic manhuea are tbuadmhg at evew man's door for d m b h n an8
aoluuan.
-DANIEL DE W N

~~

1. American Capitalism
At the end of the second third of the past century
Karl .lam wrote, not without good reason, that the
United States was a European colony. But how radically and with what unheard of speed has the situation
changed! Already at the beginning of the 'go's the
United States, by the scale of its industrial production,
firmly assumed the first place among the capitalist
countries of the world, leaving far behind not only
Germany and France, 'but also the "world's workshop," England.
The character and structure of American capitalism
changed radically. A noticeable development of monopoly capital in the United States had already begun
in the '80's. In x 879 Rockefeller founded the oil trust
which was reorganized in 1882 along modern fines.
Five years later a sugar trust, embracing 21 factories,
was established. The victorious march of monopoly
capita1 led to dismay among the middle and petty
bourgeoisie who attempted to build a legal dam against
the approaching "disaster." But the Sherman Law
which was adopted by Congress in 1890 proved to be
impotent in the strt~ggleagainst the mighty economic
elements: the growth of monopoly of capital was not
stopped. Furthermore, it easily broke through the weak
judicial barriers and confidently, irresistibly swamped
the economic life of the country.
W.here was the government a t the time? How did
it react to rhis attitude of the capitalists toward the
I

Sherman Law? What did the g o v e m e n t do to comthe endless violations of this notorious law? It
closed its eyes upon these "frolics" of t h e plutocracy.
Moreover, it actively helped the bourgeoisie to evade
the laws which were issued in order to hoodwink the
voters. The only real effect of the Sherman Law was
i& unexpected interpretation by the Supreme Court in
the sense that trade unions are organizations violating
the "freedom of labor" and therefore unconstitutional. [ActualIy, in violation of the antitrust law.]
After firmly capturing the decisive economic and
political positions within the country, finance capital
of the United States appeared in the !go's on the world
arena. In a chase for South American and Far Eastern
markets, American imperialism took up with great
vim the work of conquering the commanding heights
of the Caribbean Sea and Pacific Ocean. As early as
r 893, the United States virtually annexed the Hawaiian
Islands. In I 898 American imperialism provoked a war
with Spain, quickly and thoroaghly defeating that
country and annexing the Philippine Islands, Cham,
Puerto Rico, and establishiig its protectorate over
bat

Cuba.
"irresistible economic forces drive us toward the
domination of the world t" By these words Senator
Lodge formulated on the eve of the-twentieth century
the program of h c youthful and avaricious American:

imperialism.
The United States was converted into a classic
country of capitalist monopoly and imperialism.

2. Rise of Procapitalist Unionism
The sharp changes which developed in the social
and economic life of the United States produced new
conditions for, and a new character in, the Iabor move*
ment.

In the Iatter half of t.he '80's &e power and influence of the Knights o f Labor,the mass organization
of the unskilled workers, reached its apex. Contrary
to the position of the leaders who intended to solve
the labor problem by mutual aid and peaceful cooperative development, the workers threw thunselves
into stormy strike struggle. This was a period of sharp
class battles. The Iabor aristocracy took an extremely
hostile attitude toward the struggle of the unskilled
workers; they reacted with ever greater enmity toward
the attempt of the Knights of I ~ b o rto gain control
over the unions of skilled workers. And when the
bourgeoisie resorted to lockouts, blacklists and police
terror in order to crush the Knights of Labor, the
trade unions assumed an attitude of friendly neutrality,
and sometimes even of active assistance, to the bourgeoisie. By the united efforts of the capitalists, the
government and the trade unions of the skilled workers,
the Knights of Labor was suppressed at the end of the
'80'3, and in the 'go's its remnants, which had lost the
support of the masses, became converted into reactionary utopian groups that stewed in their own juice. The
master of the situation from then on was the American
Federation of Labor, the organization of the skilled
workem.

After having been finally established in 1886, the
American Federation of Labor, led by Samuel Gom-

pers, Jahn Mitchell, Strasser and others, at first flirted, though very platonically, with Socialism, but soot^
forgot its youthful infatuation,
CAPITALISM ACCEPTED AS

HERE TO STAY

At the basis of its theory and practice the American
Federation of Labor laid down the following series
of principles :

r . The recognition of the indestructibility of capitalism. The struggle for the everyday interests of the
trade-union members within the framework of existing
society.
At the end of the nineteenth century the unoccupied land in the United States had been practically exhausted and the workingman was no longer able to
take up farming and become a propertyawner. How
did the leaders of the American Federation of Labor
react to this new situation? "The wage worker has
now reconciled himself to the fact that he must remain a wage worker to the end of his life," wrote John
Mitchell, the vice president of the American Federation of Labor, at the 9egnning of the twentieth century. "He has abandoned the hope for the future
state in which he would become a capitalist [why necessarily a capitalist and not a member of the Socialist
Commonwealth ?-L.R.] so that his aspirations are
limited to the desire that he as a worker should receive
a compensation comrnensur;tMe with his work." Fair
pay for a fair day's work--this formula expressed the
entire concern of the trade-union chiefs,
Replying to unjust charges of support of SaciaIist
theories, advanced against the American Federation
of Labor by Professor Laughlin, Gompers wrote in
the official organ of the Federation: "The unions
have supported no other theory except the one which

says that labor is entitled to reasonable pay, a reasonable working day and human conditions of labor.
. The literature of the trade unions is nor socialistic.

. .

Ask the Socialist leaders."
"Hostility between labor and
capital is not a necessity," Mitchell's argument continues. "The one cannot exist without the other. Capital is accumulated and materialized work, while the
ability to work is a form of capital. There is even no
necessary contrast of principle between the worker and
the capitalist, Both are men with human virtues and
vices, and both strive to receive more than h e i r just
share. But upon a closer examination the interest of the
one appears to be the interest of the other, and welfare of the one the welfare of the other." Mitchell
saw the purpose of his book as that of convincing the
capitaIists to treat the w o r k e ~"as tolerantly and decently as the latter treat them,"
FoUowing the principle of class cooperation,
Gmpers and Mitchell joined in 1901 the American
Civic Federation: a capitalkt body officially designated
to settle disputes between labor and capital, while in
reality organized for the purpose of fighting the rev*
lutionary labor movement. Gompers and Mitchell received from the American Civic Federation $6,000 per
year each. Gompers was very proud of his official
connection with the Civic Federation and always emphasized his full title: "President of the American
Federation of Labor and Vice President of the American Civic Federation."
3. Purely economic methods of struggle. "What
must be cured-the economic, social or political life?"
2.

Class cooperation.

Gompers asks in the American Federationisr in September, 1902, "If the economic life is to be cured, it must
be done by economic and not by any other m e h d s . "
To be sure, the American Federation of Labor wis
by no means nonpo1itic;rl; it merely opposed the independent political labor movement, preferring to make
election agreements with this or that capitalist party
and secure pledges to defend trade-union interests in
Congress (on the principle of "Punish your enemies
and reward your friends").
C R A W EXCLUSIVENESS

4.

The craft principle of organization. Every

craft had its union. Paragraph 2 of the constitution of
the Federation provided for "the foundation of national and international unions, strictly observing the
autonomy of each trade, and facilitating the development and consotdation of similar organizations."
5. High initiation and membership fces. -In 'January, goo, Gompers wrote a complete treatise in an
attempt "to prove by all means the fatal results of the
noncstablishment of high dues and proper revenues."
The system of high dues had a double object. Firstly,
it helped to create immense fhnds which were used for
relief and insurance purposes; secondly, with their aid
the trade unions finply closed their doors to the poorly
paid workers, this unruly element which constantly disturbed the principle of hotherhood bemeen labor and
capitaI, and dragged the trade unions into strikes which
exhausted trade-union funds.
6. The struggle against colored workers, who
tended to degrade the standard of living of white
American workers; the consolidation of the privileged

position of zhe white Americans.

m;PkAISE &

C~PI'L~ALIST
E9PLt)mERS

By this policy the leaders of the American Federation of Labor arrived at a situation in +hi& 90 per
cent of the workers remained outside the Iabor organ*
izations and completely at the mercy of capitalist ex-

ploitation. But what are the -sufferings of the vast
masses of the workers to the Gomperses? They were
perfectly indifferent to the contempt and hatred with
which the revolutionary workers regarded them. But
what ,pride Gornpers took in the praise which the capitalists showered upon the craft unions and their
leaders I
"For ten years L bitterly' fohght ownized labor,"
Gornped quotes Potter Palmer. "It cost me. a good
deal over a million dollars 'to learn that there i s no
more skilIfu1, bramy, devoted work than the one which
is governed by an organization whose officials are
If
level-headed men with the same standard.
MeIviUe E. Engeb, the chairman of the board of
directoh. of four great railroads, .said, "It seems to
me that your trade agreement offers the same protection to capital as to labbw."
Senatof Mark A. Hanna, capitalist and politician,
said, "Organize for no other purpose than fur the
mutual benefit of the employer and worker; do not
organize in the piti it of antagonism.
I found the
labor organizations prepared and willing to meet US
more than half way." The same Hanna c d e d the
leaders of the craft unions "lieutenants of the captains

...

...

of industry."

It was udder these conditions that
veloped his activity.

De Leon de-

3. De Leon and 1890 Social Vistas
Daniel De Leon was born in VtnezueIa on Dec.
r 852, and was the son of a prosperous doctor. He
was educated in Europe (Germany and Holland),
where he studied modern and ancient languages, history, philosophy md mathematics. At the age of 20
De Leon graduated from the university and soon went
to the United Stares, where he engaged in teaching and
writing. In New York, De Leon enrolled in Columbia
University, where he studied law. Upon graduating
from the university he acted for six years as assistant
professor of international law in the same college.
De Leon's academic career began brilliantly, thanks
to his extensive and international education and oratorical gifts. He became very popular among the students
and with the university administration, and was soon
to gain the chair of full professor.
But this academic career ended just as dramatically
as it began. Tn the middle of the '80's De L w n became closely interested in the labor and Sociafst movement. In r 888 he joined t.hc Knights of Larbor and later
fell under the influence of the American utopian, Edward Beliarny. Soon, however, the utopian refom
movement ceased to satisfy De Leon, who made a
thorough and serious study of Marxism in which he
found the answer to a11 the social problems which interested him.
The university administration then began to give
attention to &e fact that De Leon's lectures were becoming imbued with Socialist ideas. A conversation
followed between De Leon and the president of the
I.+,

university, and when the latter Began to explain to
DtLeon that science was neutral and apolitical,
De Leon at once submitted his resignation?
From that time on De Leon compIetely broke with
university circles and devoted himself entirely to the
labor movement, placing aU his unusual gifts at its
service.
DE LEON JOINS THE SLP

Jn 1890 De Leon joined the Socialist Labor Party,
which adhered to s Marxian position, and thanks to
his extensive Iearning, will power, fanatical devotion
to the working class, and aratorical and literary gifts,
he soon gained a leading position in this party. Thenceforth the history of the Socialist Labor Party became inseparable from the political biography of
Daniel De Leon, just as the history of the CPSU is
closely connected with the name of Leni.
In a brief sketch it is impossibIe, of course, to describe the entire 25 years of De Leon's Socialist work,
just as it is impossible in such a short space to give a
full idea of his theory of "industrialim," which constitutes a retreat from Marxism in the direction of

-

1 D a h a l D e Leon held a p r h 1ecttmMp at Columbia
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was so also because the entire globemn~tantlysupplied
it.with labor power. The United States did not have
to makc any outlays for the training of skilled bbor,
as the European capitaIist countries were forced ro do,
but largely received this labor fram outride. In addition, owing to the presence of vast unoccupied stretches
of land in the country, there was practically no absolute
ground rent and the bourgeoisie was not forced to divide the surplus value with the landlords; thus the
American employers were richer than their European

rivals.

The United States is one of the youngest capitalist
countries and therefore made use of all the latest
teAnica1 appliances. The American bourgeoisie was
impelIed constantly to improve the technique of production by the high price of labor. With the aid of the
most modern machinery and the speed-up system the
American capitalists squeezed out of the workers more
surplus value than could the European capitalists. Two
U.S. workers produred as much as five British. Upon establighing monopoly within the cohtry, the American
capitalists protected the domestic market from foreign
competition by a systkm of high tariffs and converted
the vast cumtry into a field of moiopoIy superprofit.
All chis enabled the American bourgeoisie to, place
the workers in bewcr conditions than those prevailing
in Europe. The higbest wages have been historically
established in the C!nited States. W~thoutthis conditiqn
the bourgeoisie would not have been able to keep the
necessary number of workers in the industrial centers,
in the factories, mines and railways. The presence of
free land made itself strongly felt.
1
But if the American proletariat represented a
peculiar. aristocracy compared &th the worken, in
IF

other lands, among the American proletariat itself
there grew up a section of highly skilled workers
(chiefly Americans) whom he bourgeoisie placed in
specially privileged conditions and who broke away
from the rest of the working masses. It was this labor
aristocracy which supplied the basis for Gomperakm.
OBSTACLES TO CLASSCONSCIOUSNESS

T h e awakening of the classconsciousness of the
American workers was also
by the following
factors. T.he corntry had a considerable amount of fret
land which served as a refuge to the unemployed and
discontented workers. True, by &e end of the nineteenth century there was praotically no free land left,
but its existence in the past left a definite impress upon
the psychology of the American proletariat.
The same effect was exercised by the democratic
system of government and the competition between
trhe two political, parties. In the chase for votes both
of these rival parties made some concessions to the
workers and corrupted their consciousness. Finally,
the ethnographic diversity of the American proletariat
aIso had its effect. The American-born white workers
enjoyed better conditions compared with not ody the
Negroes, Chinese and other colored workers, but also
with the white foreign-born workers. In this way the
bourgeoisie strove to imbue the white American workers with a beIief in the identity of the national interests
of all Americans as opposed to those of all other races
and nations.
In consequence of all of these factors the American
labor movement became more backward, consemtive
and opportunistic than labor in Europe. In the United
States there has historically developed a sharp contrast between the objective maturity of the country for

I

Socialism and the backwardness of the subjective
factor.

Xn his theoretical and practical activities De Leon
proceeded on the belief that rhc Socialist revolution
must begin in the United States, the country of classic
capitalism, h e r e the absence of any elements of fcudalism has resulted in the highest type of capitalist
relations, and where, therefore, the objective conditions for the Socialist revolution were more ripe &an
in any other capitalist country.
If this is so, then it is necestarg to use all forces
for the preparation of the subjective factor. It is necessary to awaken the classconsciousness of the proletariat, to organize it on an economic and politicaI basis,
and to lead it to a strong attack on the capitalist
fortress. This makes it necessary, first of all, to rearrange the forces of the Party, this "herd of the lance,"
rbis "head of the column."
"In all revolutionary movements," De Leon said in
his address "Reform or Revolution," in January, I 896,
"as in the storming of fortresses, the thing depends
upon the head of the column--upon &at minority that
is so intense in its convictions, so soundly based on its
principles, so determined in its action, that it carries
the masses with it, storms the breastworks and captures
the fort. Such a head of the column must our Socialit
organization be to the whole column of the Amcrican proletariat.
.The army that is to conquer it is
the a m y of the proletariat, the head of whose column

..

must con~ist~bf
the intrepid S~dalistor$sjaizatioti that
has earned their love, their respect, their c o n f i k c , "
DE LEON'S WAR

AGAWST REFORMISM

In the social ~cata'kljkrni d h is hevitdble in me
near future, all the petty bourgeois and reformist
p r g a p i r l will be wept away under the debris of
the oj pirdr d. Ogly the. d w a q . Socijrlist , [Larbor].
Pa* will' f i d y s m d oyer the ruins ;ir d o n e will be'
ca&bIe if,lcrcl$g Ye masses, "but only upon rmlutionary fiies a n jt achieve this; upon lines of r e f o h
it can nrmr be v~ctorious." .
. De Lem prodaimed a merciIcsa war upon rqforp
ism. Reforms, he said, mark a chaqge of thc ,qwec
fmonly, while the inner substlrnce remains unchaqed. A poodle may be ghbrn to Look Like a lion,
but ithsdUremains a dbg. Yet the wedthy and; powerful Arncrkcn bourgeoisie 'has fully' appreciated the
demoralizin&force of cbtIc&ion@ md sops,'while the
capi&t+t pliticiam know &e power of reform i&i&
strvis as a safety valve, giving vent to the.revo1ut i o n q smtiments of the workem, and as a trap into
which &c reformists are easily' enticed by the bit.
De Lon considered it a "fstal illusion" to hold
that capitalism can be gradually destroyed with the-aid
of prllirtivk. The tiger wiU defend the tips of h i s
~ u s t a c h ewith the srme fenxi* that he will defend his
very heart, This is an instinctive pmccm. A sop is an
"apiute lprsixribcd for appeamhnt.'' "The ievolutioni~,"Dc.Lean wrote in his remarkable work, "TWO
Pagca) From M a n History" (April, rgoa), ''mu*
n m r t h m sops at &the revolutionary dement, The lastant he b s , he places himself;at the thof the,
foe? he m rlwaps be oat-suppdi &d so was G a i ~
I

I
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Gracchus. The proposition for r z cuhnics with which
the patriciate answered Gaias's proposition for three
completely neutralized the latter, laving the <honors'
on the side of &c patriciate. Nursed at the teat of &t
sop, the Roman pmletariat decamped w where they
could get the largest quantities of that d b d ? t y . And
that, more than any other thing, stripped Gaius of his
forces. h e he wa$ deserted and domed, the bigger
sop of xz colonies never materialized. Ir had answered
its narcotic purpose, and was dropped."
SHADOW ?OR SUBSTANCE

As a striking example of blindness displayed by reformists, De Leon cited the tdegram received by the
Milwaukee Social Democratic Herald from Chicago
on April 2, 1902: "TWO-thirdsmajority cast for munikipal owner&ip," the telegram read, "shows that Socialism is in the air."
The laBor movemept in Chicago gained wnsiderable fokel the soil fMrc was plowed np deeper than
in New York, De Leun says; probably for this reason
the capitalist politicians of Chicago were more "?killfd" 'ahd "k&ili" even than their New York cob
leipoi. But even in New York individual politidang
resorted to the "municipa1 ownership" plank for the
pqgose of camouflage.
"Unterif ied Socialist agita$on has familiarized
the public mind with Socialist aspirations, &ough stiH
only .Inn vague way. The politician, bring 'broad' besides 'quik' bas no ~bjectionto polling 'pcialistic'
votes. Being 'guick' beside$ 'broad,' he has no objwdsn to the performance if he w n induIge in it by givimg the shadqw for the substance; all the Jess if he .can
thereby run Socialism into bhe ground. 'Munihal own-

ership' lends itself peculiarly to such purposes. I t
sounds 'socialistic'; and yet we know the term can conceal the archest antilabor scheme. His nursery-tale
theory concerning his God-given capacity to run industries having suffered shipwreck, the c a p i t d i can find
a snug harbor of refuge in 'municipal ownership.' It is
an ideal capitalist sop to catch the sopable.
And yet
this Social Democrat rejoices: 'Two-thirds majority
cast for municipal ownership shows that Socialism is in
the air.'
" 'In the air 1' " De Leon m d i g l y agrees. "Very
much 'in the air'+verywhere, except on Chicago soit"
Any sop thrown by r reformist to the proletariat
is like the skin of a banana placed under the feet of
the proletariat, which will cause it to slip and fall.
"Not sops, 'but the unconditional surrender of capitalism, is the battle cry of the Proletarian Revolution,"

...

5 The Movement Is Americanized
U p to the 'go's the Socialist Labor Party dcveIoped
very slowly, both quantiatiwly and qualitativeIy. The
Party consisted almost exclusively of foreigners,
particularly Gemans. It was characteristic that the
central organ of the Party was published not in English, but in German. The influence of the Party among
the American.bm workers was extremely weak
Ideologically the Party was only beginning to get
on its feet. Only in 1889 was the demand for the
material assistance of the workers' associations by the
State omitted from the program, a demand which
was copied from the G e m Lassallians or, to be
more exact, imported into America by the German

r

immigrants. On the fundamental question confronting
the Partv, namely, the question of the methods and
platforms by which it could entrench itself in American
soil and pave the way to the masseg of native workers,
two tendencies foubt each other. h e believed that
it was necessary to give the main attention to Socialist
propaganda .during elections, ignoring the tradeunion
movement; the other saw the principal task of the
Party in the tradeunion movement, and neglected the
political activity.
De Leon opened a struggle against these narrow,
anti-Mamian tendencies, insisting that the economic
and political stmgg1e must be conducted simultaneously.
Under De Leon the central organ of the Party
for the first time wars published in English: first as
a weekly ( T h e People) and nine years later as a daily
and a weedy (the Daily People and the WEEKLY
PROPLB). The newspaper was written not only for the
workers but in a considerable measure also by the
workers whom De Leon, as editor, attracted as correspondents. With the aid of the newspaper ably edited
by De Leon, the Party battered its wag to the bulk of
the American proletariat, educating and organizing
its advance guard.
The triumph of imperialism, the taking up of the
offensive against the masses of the proletariat by
the monopolistic plutocracy created a favorable basis
for an extension of the Socialist movement in the
United States. In the 'go's the Party, led by De Leon,
entered m the broad historical highway.
However, the new conditions gave rise to new difficulties. De Leon's determination to convert the Party
I

peopw' WM p u b w
became its editor.
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In mghh for about a yetu

into a revolutionary militant vanguard of the proletariat met with resistance within the Party, which
led at the end.of the century to a split land a segregation ,between the r~volutio~llrry
and opportunist ele-

ments in American Socialism. During 19-1901 the
elements who .were dissatisfied with the inner-Party
regime and the tactical principles defended by De
Leon constituted themselves into a new Socialist party.
At the head of thia party were Morris Hillquit, Vic*
tor Berger and others. [Among "others" being Debs I J
QriginaUy, the differences between De Leon's foE
lowers and the supporters of Hillquit and Berger were
cawed by inner-Party questions and the attitude to be
taken toward the trade unions, During the twentieth
century the two parties drifted farther and farther
apart, each of them dcvzloping its own conception of
the structure of the future yciety, of the mais roads
leading to Socialism, and the effect of parliamentarisrn,

6.. .Political Organization.
Hillquit, cjne of the representatives of the antiDe Leonist wing of the Socialist Labor Paw, who
swbsequently became the head of the Socialist party,
constantly complained a b u t "the fanatical severity [of

De Leon] in the enforcement of discipline."
Indeed, De Leon was absohrely unrelenting in the
stru&Ief against intellectualist individualism and id
the fight for proletarian discipline. This logically fob
lowed ,from De Leon's entire revolutionary position,
If modem America is a battlefield, if the proldariat:
is one of the armies acting: in this field, then the vanguard of the revolutionary class will solve its historical

mission #only if it enters the battle in full fighting
readbed.
A comparison between De Leon and Lenin naturaUy presents ihelf to one's mind. Be Leon's views
on the her-Party question resemble Lenin's e v h L the
style in which thev are expressed,
In hi's "Refohn or Revolutim," which we have alrmklv'ci'ted, De Leon drawi the foilowing parallel betwetn a revolutionist and a refortnist:
"The modern revolutionisf, i.e., the Socialist, must,
in the first place, by reason of the sketch I presented
to you upon the development of the state', necessarily
work in organization, with all that that implies. In
this you have 'the first characteristic that distinguishes
the revolutionist from the reformer; the reformer
spurns organizrit'ion; his symbol is 'Five Sore Fingers
on a Handi-far apart from one'another.
"Again, the modern revoIutionist knows that in
order to accomplish xesurts or promote principle, there
must he unity of action. He knows that, if we do not
go in a body sind hang together, we are bound to
hang separate. Hencc, you will ever'see the rwoiutionist submit to the will of the majotity.
Hence,
a h , you will never find the revolutionist putting him
self above the organization. The opposite conduct is
an unmistakable earmark of refoimers.
''.
highest individual freedom must go hand
in hand with collective freedom ; and none such is
posnible without a central directing authority.
61
The reformer, for instance, is ever vaporing
against ' t y ~ ~ and
, ' yet watch him;. give him rope
enough and you wilt always see him straining to be
tbe top man .in the shebang, the man on horseback,

. ..
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the autocrat, whose whim shall be law,
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". The scatter-brained reformer is ruled by
centrifugal, the revolutionist by a centripetal, force."
L
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~ BEFORE
~ ~ ~"NUMBERS"
~ S S "

De Leon never sacrificed quality to quantity,
principle to numbers. "The notion implied in the words
of our friend who asked the question, the no&
that
NUMBERS is the important thing and not SOUNDNESS, often leads to bizarre results," he said. This
principle, as applied to the Party, prompted De Leon
mercilessIy to drive out of its ranks all those who in
any way retreated from its fundamental principles, for,
he maintained, "Tamper with discipline, allow this
member [of the Party] to do as he likes, that menher
to slap the Party constitution in the face, yonder member to fuse with reformers, this oker to forget the
nature of the dass struggle and to act up to his forgetfulness-allow that, keep such 'reformers' in your
ranks and you
your movement at its
vitals."
De Leon's opponents frequently charged him with
intolerance and irreconcilability. But De Leon was by
no means inclined to consider these qualities vices:
4t.
~ntolennce"and "irreconciIabiity" he regarded as
necessary conditions to the success of the revolution,
while "any action that, looking toward 'gentleness'
or 'tolerance,' sacrifices the logic of the situation, unnerves the RevoIution."
THE PARTY AND ITS PRESS

De I.eon assumed a definite position on the question of the Party ownership of the press. L i e Lenin,
De Leon attached enonnous agitational and organizational value to the press, which he regarded as "the
most potent weapon of the movement^' And since

h e press, in his opinion, is not only a prerequisite, but
also a product of the growth of the rrmvement, requiring sacrifices in money, and long and great efforts,
the party which has forged this powerful weapon must
be confident that it will not be wrested from its hands
and turned against it. De Leon, therefore, demanded
vigilant control by the Party over its press.
The constitution of the Socialist F ~ b o rParty demanded that every member of the Party shodd rcgularlv subscribe t o its organ, with the exception of those
members who had no Party organ in their own language. No member of the Party and no local committee had the right to publish a newspaper without
the sanction of the National Executive Committee of
the Party. The latter controlled alsu the contents of all
the Party publications.
A different view was held by the Socialist party,
which even up to rgrq had no newspaper of its own.
Only in tbrr year was the Rlawicrrs Sociaht converted
into the organ of the party, published by the Central
Executive Committee in Chicago. At the same time
the old rule, by which any member of the party
or any local wars entitled to publish his or its own press
organ without the control or direction of the center,
w a s preserved.
Autonomy or centralization? This question of inner-organization of the party also served as an d j e c t
of differences between the Socialist Labor Parry and
the SoriaIist party. While the latter aUowed the state
organizations autonomous rights, the constitution of
the Socialist Labor Party, which was based upon the
principle of centralism, gave to the National Executive Committee the power to expel any State Executive Committte.
21

. . . A proletarian

element that stilI has strong

of sacrifice, altthe more focalized will be its efforts.

mountain. Ry virtue of its social nature the organization of the fiountain elements condurn its work in a
concentrated manner and naturally assumes a centralized form, while the elements of the plain move separately and their organization assumes the form of
autonomy.

7. Principles of Economic Organization
De Leon's struggle against organizational opportunism was clowIv connected with his struggle against
opportunism in the economic and political domains.
De Leon carried out a tremendous work in cleaning the Augean stables of the trade-union movement in
which opportunism flourished with particular gorgeousness.
At the beginning of r 898 the textile workers of
Mew Bedford, Massachusetts, lost a long and bitterly
fought strike conducted in the name of a number of
immediate drrnands. On February I I , De Leon delivered an address in New Bedfard entitled, "What
Mezns This Strilie?" in which he attempted to explain
to the workers "the principles of healthy organization"
and "refute the theory that worker and capitalist are
brothers." Upon showing this with the aid of theoretical arguments, illustrated and backed up by figures
taken from the workers' own liver, De Leon scathinglv ridict~lec!the comparison of labor and capital with
the Siamese twins: wherever one went, the other followed; d e n one was happy, the pulse of the
other quickened; when one caught cold the other
qneerrd in rmison with him; when one died the other
followed him ihto the next world five minutes later.
". . .Do we find," De Leon asked the New Bedford
23

textik workers, ''that to be the relation of the workingman mc! the capitalist? D o you find that: the fatter
the capitalist, the fatter also grow the workingmen?
Is not your cxpcrience rather that the wealthier the
capitalist, the poorer are the workingmen? That the
more magnificent and prouder the residences of the
capitalist, the dingier and humbler become those of
the workingmen? That the happier the life of the
capitalist's wife, the greater the opportunities for his
children for ct~jojmentand education, the heavier becomes the cross home by the workingmen's wives,
whiie their children are crowded more and more from
the schools and deprived of the pleasures of childhood? 1s that your experience, or is it not? [Voices
all over tbe hall : 'It is l' and applause.J"

"The pregnant point that underlies these pregnant
facts," De Leon continued, 'is that, between the working cllss and the capitalist dnss there is an irreprcsaible
conflict, a class struggle for life. No glibtongued
politician can vault over it, no capitalist professor lor
officiaI statistician can argue it away; no capitalist parson can veil it; no labor faker can straddle it; no 'reform' architect can bridge it over.
And thiq struggIe must end either in the complete
subjection of thc working class or in the destruction
of the capitslist class. "l'hus you perceive that the
theory on which your
and simple' trade organizations are grounded, and on which you went into this
strike, is false. There being no 'common interests,' but
only hostile i~terests, between the capitalist class
and the working class," De Leon emphasized again
and again, the workers' battle to establish "safe rela-

. .."

tinns" between the two classes is a hopeless one.

Upon furthcr exposing the secret of the primitive
accurnuhtinn of capital and drawing a picture of the
development of capitalism which leads eo the rep!;tcement of skilled labor by machinery, the growth of the
reserve Iabar army and the degradation of the standard of living of the bulk of the working doss, and
ridiculing the theory that the capitalists are the natural
captains o f industry, De Leon asked: Perhaps the
capitaliqts are entitled to surplus value as inventors?
But this, too, is a great mistake. The capitalists simply
exploit the t~hnicalgenius of others, using their distress and buying for a song the fruits of their hard
mental labor. As a striking example of the acquisition
by the capitalists of other people's inventifins,
De Leon cited the case of the employees of the Bonsack Machine Company who were noted for their uusual inventiveness. Anxious to utilize their inventions
without paying for them,the company locked out a11
of its men 2nd then forced them to sign a contract by
which all their future inventions would belong to the
company. A ccrtain worker invented as a result: of nix
months of hard work, during which he did not receive
a single cent from the company, a valu&lec machine
for the production of cigarettes. The worker himself patented his invention. But the federal court,
before which the Bonsack Machine Company took up
the case, iqsued an award in favor of the company.
This fact, as reported by De Leon, caused a storm
of indignation in tbe hall. From a11 sides came the
cries of "Shame1 Shame!" De Leon then proceeded
further to unfold his propagandist task.

. . . 'Shame'?"

He

repeated the cries of the
audience. "Say not 'Shame l' He who himself applies
the torch to his own house has no cause to cry 'Shame I'
when the flames m m e it. Say rather 'Natural 1' and
smiting your own breasts say, ''Ours is the fadtl' Having elected into power the Democtatic, Rcp&lican,
Free Trade, Protection, Silver or Gold platforms of
the capitalist class, the working dass has none but itself to blame, if the official lackeys of that class turn
against the working class the public powers put into
their hands."
By this chain of arguments De Leon helped tht
audience to rea11ze the basic "principle of healthy or~nization,"the fundamental elements of Marxism,
which were ~stonishingrevelations to the ovtrwhelming
majority nf American workers.
4t

FUNDAMENTAL MARXISM

These principles are as follows: Firstly, the workers will gain their freedom only after abolishing the
capitalist system of private property and socializing
the means of production. Setondly, the workers must
wrest the power from the d a m of thc capitalist class.
Thirdly, the workers must not regard politics as a
private afair: politics, like economics, is the common business of all the workers.
In this way De Leon educated thc working masses
with a view to freeing them from the influence of the
opportunists.
DeLeon 3ttached tremendous importance to the
trade unions. He saw in them not only an
instrument of lehoras self-defense against the capid
talist offensive, but also one of the most important
and neceosary instrumcrab for the overthrow of
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the capitalist system. The ladm linovement, he maintained, is the lance w h i h will stzike down capitalism; the Party i s the sharp point of this lance, and &e
trade union is its shaft. Without the latter the lance
cannot possess the 'necessary stability ; without strong,
classconscious and properly organized unions the Party
is useItss.
Only in vim of the existing backwardness of
the trade-union movement in the United States and
its division in thc bourgeoisie able to resort to threats
of a general lockout in order to bring pressure upon
the workingclmi voters, as was the case in r 896 h e n ,
with the aid of this method, the bourgeoisie forced
the election to the Presidency of its henchman McKinley, and forced the &feat, not even of a Socialist, but
of the radical Democrat, Bryan. The importance of
classconscious Indugrial Unions thus consists also in
&at they must tatablish, at the proper h e , control
over prodtaction and lock out the bourgeoisie.
Some time around r &-hen
De Leon's pariicular system of ideas took final fom-De Leon began
to regard the trade unions as the nuclei of the future
society, as organizations which mould take over the direction of the economic life of society after the rcvdution.

Bur the trade unions will be able to solve .both
their immediate and historical problems only if they
adopt different ideas and a differeht system of organization, The craft union, De Leon urged, appeafed
during the early days of capitalism and represented an
unarmkd hand which the workers instinctively mised
to ward off the capitalist blows. Since then capitalism
has grown to manhood, has changed its structure dnd
become converted into a nationaUy and universally

organired monopoly organism, whiie the trade unions
continue in the same idantile condition and preserve
their antiquated, archaic organizational form. They
represent obsolete weapom, as completely useless as a
nineteenth century cannon in the face of a modern navy.
The craft union is like a pint which camot hold three
gallons of labor, The trade unions must free themselves
of their narrow craft egoism and reorganize themselves
along industrial lines, embracing aIl the workers in the
given industry as well as those temporarily or permanently unemployed. The Industrial Union which connects the economic struggle with the political struggle,
the immediate aims with the ,historical objects, is
power, while "craft unionism means impotence."
"FIVE SORE FIWGEBS QPJ A HAND"

". ..

Under craft unionism, only one craft marches
into the badefield at a time. By their idly looking on,
the other crafts scab it upon the codatant. What
with that and the likewise idle onlooking of those
divisions of the workers who man the commissary depament, so t o speak, of the capitalist dass, the cIass
struggle presenb, under craft unionism, the a s p a of
petty riots at which the empty stomachs and empty
hands of the working class are pitted against the full
ones of the employing class."
De Leon was fond of comparing the classconscious,
industrially organized trade-union movement wirh a
fist, and the craft movement (by organization and
ideology, the so-called "pure and simple" trade-union
movement) with spread-out fingers fit only to serve
as r fan to drive flies off the face of the capitalist
claas.
In the craft- mio on movement De Leon saw the
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greatest obstacle to the victory of Socialism. "Capitalist devdopment," he maintained, "ddiberatdy seeks
t o perpetuate [the union] in its obsolete craftdon
shape as the strongest bulwark for the continuance of
capitalism.''
T h e Socialist Lahor Party1 characterized "the
American Fedetation of Labor and kindred organizations as the representatives of the reactionary anti*
cialist craft-union movement and as an obstacle in the
path for the improvement of conditions and the emancipation of labor."
T h e Suciaiist party, as officialiy represented, occupied in fact a position of newtrality as regards trade
unionism. T h a t position had been formally ratified at
the 1912 convention. The trade-union resolution at
that meeting declares, among the rest : "That the patty
hso neither the right nor the desire to interfere in any
crntrovcrsics which may exist within the labor union
movement over questions of form of organization or
technical methods of action in the industrial srnlggle.
[?Vhat languagc I
L.R.], hut trusts to the labor
organizations themselves to solve these questions."

-

W.1R ON FAKERS AND "INTELLECTUALS"

De Leon stamped this position a product of oppartunism and a direct betrayal of working-class interests. "Neutrality toward trade unions . . is equivalent to 'neutrality toward the machinations of the c a p
italist class,' " declared the f~llowersof De Leon. "Its
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practical patr' ELe,,,the practical part of the bmning
qtlestioti ,oftradc uabnim] ," said D
e Leon, ''impliqs
s-gle,
d a u t f e ~sstrmggle agetinst, and wqr. tq the
knife withrthst wdinatbn of ,iorarnuses, ripened
into reprolbateethe hbor faker who seeks to cain the
helpIess~essof the prptetariat into cash f ~ xhimself,
and the in tell^$ (God,save the mark l) who has
so -superficial,a IFnowledge of t h i s that thq mission
sf ,unionism.i a dosed book to,bim; whsl believes the
union wiU I'frittey, gat qf .existence' ;who, consequently,
is actually against the union, all h i s pretenses of love
for it pot~~ihsmn&ng;
and who meantime imagines
hc can promo& Socialism by howling with pure and
s*plq,v~lves that keep the working class diyided, and,
consequently, har the path for the.triumph of. S o d ism, or, as the capitaliar J f i U Street Jourmsl well expressed it, 'constitute the bulwark of modern society
against Socialism.' "
a
The Party, taught De Leon, "must either inspirit
the union with the broad, political purpose, and thus
dominate it by warring on the labor faker and on the
old guild notions that hamstring the labor movement,
or it is itself dragged down to the selfish trade interests of the economic movement, and halIy drawn
into the latter's dstwience to the capitalist interests
that ever fasten themselves to the selfish wade interests on which the labor faker, or Iarbor lieutenant of
the capitalist class, thrives.''
Originally, De Leon supported the policy of boring from within. Thus, under his leadership, the Party
with the. aid of the Jewish Labor Union, which was
undtir.De Laon's influence, .captured in ~ J g qthe New
York district organization of the &ights of Labor. At
the Knights of 'labor convention In the fdlIo&ng y2ar
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adonary predccmmr.

, In I 893 the United States was gripped by r s t r i o ~ s
dbonornic crisis which shook the entire countrg. The
number of unempIoytd reached the unprecedented
figure of six million. The beginnings of the 'go's were
marked by a series of big battles between the workers
and rrudfied capital, and at the same time by a number of dlsszstr+w defeats of the American working
dass. I t is sufficient to mention the famous events
in Homestead where the United States Steel Corporation, 'With which the Camegie Co. amdgamated, prodaimtd war upim ,"The Amalgamated Union of Steel,
Iroq and Tin Workers." The workers ,smashed up
the forces of the daeeive and terroristic organizations
which were hired by the t r u s t to fight: the trade union,
b~ were themselves smeshed by.the superior forces
bf tke'spkcial police, All of these events deeply stirred
.ibk.,&erican
,.
workhi masses.
...,

.

"BORING FROM WITHIN" THE AFL

.

I *

In .1893 a gmup of Socialists, headed by T.J.
Morgan, kad'i'an attempt to utilize the 'situation for
the organization of a mass labor party drawing its support, like the British Labor party, from the trade
anions. .De Lkon was 'skeptical ,of the success of this
attempt. H e didhnot. believe in the possibility of eotiverting the American Federation of Labor into an
organiz&& ' recognizing .the principles of Socialism.
T h e rei& of Morgan's policy was that'many delegates
3'

af thc AFI. convention took a stand in favor of
Morgan's resolution, and even Gompers was instructed bt! l i i union to vote for this resolution. But the leaders of the.AFL were determined at all costs to disrupt
the attempt of the S4alists to drive the trade unions
to the path of the class struggle. Gompers himself
voted against the resolution on the ground that the
workers who favored it "did not know what they were
doing." The further policy of Gompers's group consisted in gaining time in order to wade over the crisis
and finally to kill anv attempt to create a class labor
party. Gompers's policy was crowned with success.
T h e outcome of the struggle between the Socialists
and the AFL leaders for the "sod" of the trade
unions, as well as the abortive attempt to capture the
order of the Knights of Labor, finally confirmed De
Leon in his determination to wage an uncumpromising fight upon the AFL and similar organizations.
Beginning with r 895, De Leon definitely & d o n e d the
policy of "boring from within," that is, of capturing
the craft unions by working with them, and rmIutely
took up the path of dual unionism. "The rrade-union
leaders," De Leon used to say, "will let p c bore from
within only enough to brow you out through that hole
b r e d by you."
At the end of 1895 the Socialist Labor Party, und e D~e Leon's leadership, organized a new trade-union
organization, the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance,
with a revolutionary Socialist platform
In the address already cited above, "What Means
This Strike?" Dt Leon described the reasons for the
creation of the Alliance as follows: "Long did the
Socialist Labor Party and New Trade Unionists seek
to deliver this important message ["the essential prim

ciples"] to the broad masses of the American proletmiat, the rank and file of our working class. But
we could not reach, we could not get at them. Between
us and them there stood a solid wall of ignorant,
stupid and corrupt labor fakers. Like men graping in
a dark room for an exit, we moved along rbe wall,
bumping our heads, feeling ever onwards for a door;
we made the circuit and no passage was found. The
wall m s solid. This discovery once made, there was
no way other than to batter a breach through that wall.
With the battering ram of the Socialist Trade and Labor AIIiznce we effected a passage; the wall now
crumbles; at last we stand face to face with t h e rank
and file of tbe American proletariat and we are delivering our mes.raye - as you may judge from the
how1 that goes up from that fakers' wall that we have

broken througl~."
In the so-called "pure and simple" unions, that is,
in the unions which were organized along craft lincs.
De Leon refused to see a part of the labor movement.
"AccorcIingIv, the union that is a 'Brotherhood of
Capital and Labor' concern is a capitalist brigade; accordingly, only the classconscious union stands within
the pale of the labor movement."
UNIONS OFFICEUPD BY CAPITAT,lST AGENTS

De Leon compared the craft labor movement with
the Czarist army. The craft union consists of workers,
and the Czarist amry rho consists of toilers; in both
cases the decisive factor lies in the fact that these organizations are controlled by forces hostile to labor and
qerve interests hostile to hbor. And just as in Russia
the toilers cannot gain freedom without crushing the
Caarift arm?; just so in America will the working
class fail to solve its prrthlems d e s s it destroys the
33

craft unions. In full, De Leon's trade-union policy was
described by him as follows:

"That analysis shows you hat: trades organizations
csseotial; they are essential to break the force of
the onslaught of rhe capitalist, but this advantage is
fruitful of good only in the measure that the organization prepares itself for the day of final victory. Accordingly, it must be every Socialist's endeavor to
organize h:s tradc. Tf there is an orenization of his
trade in existence that is not in the hands of a labor lieutenant of capital, [be should join it and wheel it into
line wirh the Socialist Trade and Iabor Alliance. If,
however, the orgat~izationis entirely in the hands of
such a I&or lieutenant nf capital: if its membenhip is
grown so fast to him and he to them that 'the one
cannot be shaken from the other; if, accordingIy, the
organization, obtdicnt to the spirit of capitalism, insists upon dinding the working class by barriers more
or less hi& auc! chicanery against the admission of a11
the membem of the tradc wbo apply for admission;
if his grip al mental :orruption upon it is such as to
cause a majority of its members to applaud and aecond his endeavors to keep that majority at work at
the sacrifice of the rninofity within and of the large
majority of the trade without-in that and in all such
c a w , such an organization is not a limb of the labor
movement, it is a limb of capitalism; it is a guild; it is
. . . a belated reproduction of the old guild system!"
Such an organization, De Leon said, is no more
of a Iabor organization than the Czarist army. "In
such a case the Socialist must endeavor to set up
a bona fide labor trade union and to do what he can;
to smash the fraud."
It is characteristic that the policy of withdrawing
are

..
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from the reactionary trade unions for the purpose of
creating dpssconscious industrial orjpnizations was
supported not only by the Socialist Labor Party but
also by the lcft wing bf fie SociaIh~partp,induding
Eugene Debs, on& of the most popular leaders of the

American workers.a
T h e b u l i a r condition df the American labor
movement-the fact that the eremendous majority of
the workers' are imorganized; the artificial measures
taken bp the reactionary leaders to perp~tuate this
scourge of -hesicad labof
in some cases inake inevita'ble the policy of dual d6nism. The policy of
unity at all cost cannot, under &e American conditions, always yield favorable results (of course, from
the point of view of the revolutionary proletariat).
We know that in r&ent years the development of the
labor movemefit in the United States inevitably led to
the formation,of new unions (of needle trades workers, furriers, textile workers, miners) which broke
with the AITL and joined the Profinternma
At the bepinning of September, 1929,a national convention was
held in the United States which created a new tradeunion cknter to lead those organiutions which adhere
to the platform of the clarss stnggIc. Thus, life forced
the advanced workers of America to conso~idarctheir

-
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forces on a new foundation.'
ATCACKS DE I,EO$S

ALLEGED

' l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m

T h e main weakness of DcLeon's poIicy consisted
of ita sectarian extremes, exaggerations and intolerance. Was it not mtaninglew for the SLP to adopt in
zgoo a resolution forbidding members of the Party to
hold leading offices in the craft unions aad a h i t into
the Party officials of such unions? Is it not the duty
of the Party, on the contrary, to utilize the capture by
its individual members of leading positions in the trade
unions for the purpose of directing these organizations
along the proper path? '

-
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fief in the-$ossibiGty oE the speedy capture of.the majority of 3Ameriimn labor on behalf of remhtions~q
Socinlism. Blit # t h e road m r d . rthis covet;ed object
proved to be #mu& morc. diffiordt and devioh than
De Leon thou&*. In the next artide .IppiU show that
the gat h ~ m i c a dre~hluaionist
,
learned the lesson-of
the movemdt and in' tgo8:adoptkd si mare sober and
flexible po&ioa.on. .tactical problmq though e m then
he did'nat w&bletdy kee himself .from the elements
of sectarianism,
, I

8. De M a v. 'Political Opportunism

"

em's greatest merit was his consistent and un-

king struggle against parliamentary cretinDoes not a "visionary politician" deserve contempt,
"the man who imagines that by going to the mot
box, and taking a piece of paper, and looking about to
Isee if anybody is watching, and throwing it in and then
rubbing his hands and jollying himself with the ex-.
pectrtion rhat through that process, through some
mystic alchemy, the baIlor will terminate capitalism,
and the Socialist Conunonwesllth will rise like a fairy
out
of the ballot box?' asked De Leon.
'
The most important task of revolutionary Socialism Xlle Lacon raw in the destruction 'of the "mystic
rnazea of what Maw called the 'cretinih [ic$ocy] of
b o ~ & p iparlittmentaristn.'
s
"
: ~ h i rh i not mein *hat De lieon denied the nsesr
sitf of 'udlizjng,tIje1bourgeois 'parliament.' He merely
polatd':~utthat, inasmuch & the Socialist vote i s n
!
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qurstion of r~pht,unless it is bascd upon power, it is
"weaker than a woman's tears,
Tamer d ~ a nsleep, fonder than ig-

norance,
Less valiant than the virgin in the
night,
And skilless as unpracticed infancy."
In parliamentarism De Leon saw primarily an instrument of revolutionary propaganda. But in order
that the parliamentary activity of the Socialists could
perform this function it must be "uncompromisingIy
revolutionary."
W. Liebknecht's aphoriurn, "To parliamentarize
is to compromise, to logroll, to sell out," De Leon considered admissible only under d ~ econditions of a
bourgeois revolution, but such a policy i s " a badge of
treason to the working 'class" when applied in modem
America.
De Leon listed with a duadlv hatred the opportunists from the Socialist party who, in the chase for
votes, supported the AFL in its struggle against the colored workers, procla'med its neutrality toward the reactions ry t rade-union I eaders, entered into unprincipled
blocs with capitalists of the type of Hearst (the newspaper magnate), etc., and hopelessly sank in the mire
of poIitica1 and other reforms, "All such 'improvements,' '' De I m n said, "-like the modem 'ballot reforms*and schemes for 'referendums,' 'initiative,' 'election of federal Senators by popular vote,' and what
not-are, in the very nature of things, so many lures
to allow the revolutionary heat to radiate into vacancy." The task of the proletariat consists of socialie
hg the means of production'"without which the cross
he bears *od.ry will wax ever heavier, to be pamcd on
still heavier to his descendants. N o 'forms' will stead."

In 1912 an event occurred m the political life of
the United States which strongly corroborated De
Leon's view of reformism as an instrument for the deceit of the working class. Former President Theodore
Roosevelt quarreled with the RepAlican party bosses
who nominated [William Howard] Taft, Roosevelt's
rival, as candidate for the Presidency, and decided to
run for election without the support of the Republican
party, hoping to attract the masses of discontented
workers and farmers. For this purpose he advanced
an election platform which was completely copied from
the Socialist party and secured more than four million
voteq. One of the leaders of the Socialist party, Victor
L. Berger, kept on complaining that Roosevelt robbed
the Socidiat party.' Qne naturaUy recalIs De Leon's
reference to the reformist platform as the banana skin
which will cause the reformist himself to slip and bring
down the proletariat with him.
THE CONFISCA'rION QUESTION

In close logical wnnection with De Leon's struggle
against prrlian~entary cretinism stands his struggle
against respect for burgtois institutions and legality.
In September, 1912,The Visitor, a weekly orpn of a
certain Ultramontane organization in %ode Island,
published r 5 questions which, in the opinion of its
editors, were to put Socialism to shame in the eyes
of every respectable citizen. Among these questions,
which the editors rccummended the readers to cut out

--
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1
la mat fRPlfn M abwt the d t of the 19l2
e h k : 'mUy,the fmof the ektion liea jn the
u n d y dear and sWkiag manffe&&h of b o w ref o r m h n a a s m e a n s o i s t r a g g l e ~ ..Roam~.
yelt
bean obvfoualy hired by ths elewer
to
preach thb iraudL'(Lenin's WorZrs, 1886, VoI. 12, Part 1,
pp. 82&324.)alR.

and always carry with them, one related to confisca:
don. Do not the Socialists, The Visitor asked, intend
to confiscate capita1"re Le.on at once gave a comprehensive reply in the Daily People. To him this question was neither new nor unexpected. He had given
the answer to it on April 14, xgra, in a debate in the
city of Troy on the question of "Socialism v. 'Individualism,'" and ten years earlier, in 1902, in "Two
Pages From Roman History:'
The proletarian revolution, De Leon replied,
strives to socialize all mcans of production. This act
will be a crime from the point of view of capitalist
laws and conceptions, but every revolution carries with
it its own code of Iaws. From the point of view of the
British, Jefferson, the Iwder of the anti-British revolution for nationat independence, was a "confiscator,"
for, contrary to t h e British laws, he wrested the American colonies from England's hands; but from the
point of view of the American people, including the
bowgeoiaie, Jefferson was a national hero who proved
to be able to ignore the laws of the oppressor and estabhh new laws corresponding to the interests of the
liberated people. The bourgeoisie itself, when acting
as a revolutionary class, pointed out to the proletariat
the way to the soIution of its historical dass tasks.
Bourgeois legality does not in any way permit the
proletarian rerrolnrion. The latter carries within its
womb its own statute. "The revolutionist who seeks the
doak of 'legality' is a revolutionist spent. He is a
boy playing at sofdier."
As a strikinq exampIe of the helpkssness of a Sm
ciqlist who has not learned to take a dialectical view
of the problem of Iaw, and who does not dare hontstIy
and openly to explain it to the workers, De Leon referred to the case of Thomas J, Morgan, whom we

rl

have already mentioned in connection with the attempt
to organize a labor party. In I 8 9 4 while address&
the American Fedemtion uf Labor convention in Delaware with a vehement appeal in rhe name of Sodalimn,
Morgan 1 ~ 3 4interrupted by one of the leaders of the
Federation, Adolph Strasser.
L'MayJ ask you a question?"
LrOfcourse."
"Do you approve uf confiscationP'
And Morgan fizzled out like a bubble, Strasstr
feIt that he gave the Socialist agitator a knockout bIow,

9. De Leon and the Second International
De Ideonwas an internationalist.' The sharp weapon of his criticism he directed not only against the na:
tive opportunism but also against its manifestation in
the international lnbor movement. De Leon belonged to
the consistent left wing of the Second International.'
He mas one of the first to raise arms against [Karl]
Kautsky and expose his opportunism when Kautsky
was still a t the zenith of his revolutionary fame.
De Leon torbk up and popularized the apt descrip-

-

1 111 1911 DaLeon sharply took to &nk the Elnly El*
Congmmm&n, Vfctor Berger, for falling to make use of the
C o m o n a l platform for the intemtionai education d the
workem In the opinion of De Wn, Berger ahould have made
an international demonabion d u h g the election of the
Speaker at the fhat meeting af me Congmuh by momiaatiag
hh own caadfdature tn the m a of 'The Ilmerhm Br&ueh
mf the Xqternational SoeWbt FamW.'' (Eke " B s W r Wt
and =*'
tmw tltled ' M u t h a r y Mb ha U.S.
Cbngraed'l by Dada De Leon,NEWYork, 1919)J.B.
3 Deb attthe ionmngmmma ofsecond
Internatlomat, the Congmau of Mch (18981, Amabr&n
(18041, m l t w IIW), 8lld mpedugm (lBl0).
-. .
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of Kavtsky's Paris resolution ( goo) on t h e MilIerqd case, a+ a " K a o u t ~[or,
~ Caoutchauc, rub7
ber] resolution." At the Amsterdam Congress, Da
Leon delivered a ,sharp attack upon Kautsky ayd demanded a revision of the Paris resolution. 'Here'is the
resolution which De Leon submitted in the' name d f
the Socialist Labor Parties of the United States, Australia and Canada :
" ~ h c r r hThe
, struggle between the working $isg
and the capitalist class is a continuous and irrepiessiqe
conflirt, ,a conflict that tends every day rather to be in:
f
rensificd than to Be softened;
"Whereas, The existing governments are commit.tees of the ruling class, intended to safeguard the
of capitalist exploitati?n upon the neck of the working:
class ;
"Wheveas, At the last International Conpess, held
in Paris, in 1900,a resolution generally known as the
Kauerrky resolution was adapted, the dosing clauses of
which contemplate the emergency of the working class
accepting office at the hands of such capitalist governments, and a t o , especially, presupposes the possibility
of impartiality on the part of the ruling-class governments in the conflir~hetween the working class and
the capitalist class; and
"Whereax, The said clauses--applicable, perhaps,
in countries not yet wholly. freed from feudal institutionwwere adopted under conditions both in France
and in the Paris Congress itself that justify erroneous
codusions on the nature of the class struggle, &+
character of capitalist governments ana fie tactics that
are imperativehaupon
the proletariat in tk .pumui$ of
its campaign to, ~ y k r t h r 0the
~ cgpitdist sy*&
in'
tion

countries which, like the United States of America,
have wholly wiped out feudal institutions;therefore be
it

"Rcs02~ed,First, That the said Kautsky resolution
be and the same is hcreby repealed as a principle of
general Socislist tactics ;
"Second, That, i11 fully developed capitalist countrieg like America, the working class cannot, without
betrayal of the cause of the proletariat, fill m y political
office other than they conquer for and by themselws."
It is noteworthy that if De L o n very conditionally
(perhaps) admits nf the possibility of applying Kautsky's policy in countries which have not yet been freed
from rhe elements of feudalism and which were therefore, as De Leon thought, still unripe for the Socialist revolution, for the &lo-saxon
countries, and primarily for the Ilnitcd States, where, according to De
Leon, after the Civil War of I 861-1 865, the working
class and the capitalist class faced each other as enemies, De Leon hsisted upon an uncompromising revo l ~ ~ t i o npolicy
a ~ which is at the present time formulated as the policy of the class s*ruggle.
Thc relations bctween De Leon and the leaders of
the Second International, particuIarly Kautsky, were
cool and strained. According to Boris Reinstein, a
former member of the Central Committee of the Socialist Labor Party and De Leon's right-hand man,'

-

8 One must a
uthat Mr. EW&y Iearned from R&natam himxli that be wae Debon's 'Wht-hand, man," for cer-

k l n l g n o ~ d w l m e w i t , ~ o f ~ R F 3 ~ n . B u t

~welltamf~b~auaf~ntambarofthmNEC
oftbeW,thoughhedwunotteIl ( p m b a b 1 y ~ b d n o t k n a w ) h o w ~ c a m a t o b e u ~ ~ . ~
deb haJ IB in= propwsd that the
w t e thb polrttcd
fleld, and urged that the hdi91dual rnmnhm all the 819 join

the latter went without enthusiasm to thc congress of
the Second International, where the SLP delegations
were practically ignored and the Hillquits and Simonses felt in their own element. The situation in
America anrl the struggle between the two Socialist
parties of the United States were judged by the malicious speeches o f the Socialist party mprescntatives at
rhe congress and in the leading European Socialist
journals, particularly the Neue Zeit, where De Leon
was painted as an anarchist and a wrecker of the trade
unions.
De Leon mas inclined to explain the coolness of the
Ieaders of the International toward the Socialist Labor
Party by the difference between the social and emnornic structure of the United States and of the European countries. "They cannot understand us," De
Leon maintained. "ITre are divided from them not only
by a physical but also by a historical ocean. They still
live under semifeudal conditions while we arc at the
threshold of tbe Socialist rev01uti~n."We wilI not criticize here De Leon's mistake, which consisted of his
failure to understand the possibility of the Socialist
revolution breaking out first in a country with a "rela-
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the tm&wmi~ aad corrupt bourgdn Sodatiat party. When
he rsn for H e n aa member of the NEC he waa over8eftt&td, aadddydbhpmpoaed0'Mlout'' to the SF. De Leon WM heemid, so much m, in f& that
when in 1914 Ebhutetn !a a letter to the Nathnd BecretsrV
dtaeParty) lnqukedofDeLmn (whomathenlyiagfllIn
a N ~ W
YO&
swpiw) as to a t me l a t w thought oi MU
mmhg for delegate to the then projected International 80.
daliat cmgcem8 at mem&
made it unmietakably

clearthatif~~runninghewouldwt~veDe
Lerm88 vote. The lem RBlakp or anyoae elm Wrr about Retnm ' s behag D e hmnpa "rigfrt-haad man," the
For Refnd e b had a W e (Ma unity obaesalon) up hb aleew d
never maseed an opporhmlty to jab this W e trto the dtds
oC the
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tively smaller develvpmcnt of industry.*' T o us ohe
thing is mquestionable, the cool 'attitude of the leaders
of the Second International toward De Leon's Socialist Labor Party sprang from the same sources which
were responsible for the coolness toward the Russian
Bolsheviks, the Bulgarian "Tesniab," the Dutch
"Tribunists," in short toward the revolutionary wing
of the international hbor movement.

10. Lnin and De Leon
Up

1918 X.enin was apparently unacquainted
De Leon. At the Stuttgrrrt
Congress to which both DeLeon and Lenin were delegates, they worked in different commissions (the former in the trade-union commission) and did not meet
in their work.
In 19I 8 an article was published in the Workers'
Dreadnonght entided, "Mam, be Ideon and Lenin."
The article was signed by Margaret White, the pseuto

with the works and views of

-

4 AB mgarda De Leon's strrnd toward the I w & m
of the
Social Demoeradm fn Europe: H e never hdtated p o 4 W
them out clearly as reformer# and not SociaZLets. H e was,
however, &t @
tunerr
Il willfng to give them the banefit of the
doubt amr far aa handling the rsltuation fn their own countrla
or rhaps, rather, WM he overmudom to show that, wMIe
he L a n d e d no interference from the In-kioaal
in Arnerlcan 8flairs in geaeral re28tions to the S d d h t movement, he
granted the m e nonhterfemnce to the other p@ea fn the
International as long as the Socl&t Labor P&ty remained

a member thereof.

As to Detecm'~*Yeilum to undemknd the.podbWtiw of
the M a l i s t d u t i o n aa bre&hg out In 8 country wlth a
'relativaIy mdlei dwelopment of industry,' " X3e Znon wasp
fectly w-en aware that ttte Sodalist revolution mfght at 8ny
Ume M out in a country W e Rumla, for example (rree.
for mtance, VWhlighta of Ameterdmn C o n ' ' p. 181 b
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donym of P prominent British Gmmunia. The author of the nrtide expressed the belief that De Leon
w a s Lenin's predecessor in anticipating the Soviet sya
tern. [The same idea was expressed by the author in
his book "Cummurrisrn and Society," by W. Paul,
1922.- L.R.] I m i n then became greatly interested
in the American revolutionist and asked B. Reinstein
to bring him De Lon's works, which Lenin d i e d
only at the end of 1918, after recovering from his
wound.

&I May r r , 1918, the WEEKLYPEOPLE,
the
organ of the Socialist Labor Party, published an address by John Reed, of which the following is an
excerpt :
"Premier Lenin, said Reed, is a great admirer of
Daniel Dt Leon, considering him the greatest of modern Socialists--the only one who has added anything
to Socialist thought since Mrim. Reinstein managed to
take with him to Russia a few of the pamphlets written by X)t Leon, but Lenin wants more. He asked Reed
to try hard to send several copies of all of De Leon's
published works and aIso a copy of 'With De Leon
Since '89,' a biography by Rudolph Katz.

ana or

and "
h Rev0111~"atori8l "I#
It to Be?" p. 2B), where the old
waa hmghg over

a a d w M m ~ r l p e I w ~ , t h o u g h h e ~ ~ i t m
hgld W e q ~ &it to
out in the Unitad ItaW fbt.
W h r t D e m m ~ u t d w h a t t h e ~ ~ P a r t y
~ M 1 ~ L t h a t ~ ~ ~ m u 6 t i a e m f t a b

~ ~ h s ~ ~ ~ t r y o f h l g h l y d
thia Untu mgm& wlth ur when he wdd "tbat it m a
for
~ - % h ~ ~ ~ ~ m d O l l q - o i
i B l 7 , t o ~ a ~ ~ u t i o n f w l ! ~ t o ~ u e # a n b
mmpIeteitwIl~bemore~dtfm~thrnforot?m
mrqmm eountr!lea." (" 'uft
Wfag' cQnunlmilml.L')~m.

"1,enin intends to translate this into Russian and
write an introduaion to it."'
In a private conversation B. Reinstein told me that
at the end of May, 1919, he spoke with Lmin about
De Leon.
"But did not De L o n err on the side of 'sectarianism'?" Lenin asked half jestingly, half earnestly, but
added that he was mightily impressed by the sharp
and deep criticism of refomism given by De Leon in
his ' T w o Pages From Roman History," as weU as by
the fact that as far back as April, 1904,De Leon anticipated such an essential element of the Soviet system
as the abolition of parliament and its replacement by
representatives from production units.
Of coursc, this is not the Soviet system but only an
element of the Soviet aytem. DeLeon was divided
from the BoIsheviks by his failure to understand the
inevitability and necessity of a transitional epoch in
the form of a dictatorship of the proletariat. He believed that the Socialist re.r~olutionwould at once eliminate the State, and that society would step right into
dcveIoped Socialism on the morrow of the revolution.
This explains De Leon's denial of the need for a
party after the revolution. We can thus see that no
equation mark can be drawn between De Leon and

-

1 Q u o M from Olive M. Yahnsoll's 'Daniel DeLeon, Our
Conmula;" whleh was puidhhea ia the 8 m u m , 'CDunlQ

De -on, !me Man aad Hfii Work," & p. 81, New York, 1M 1 a gm6t intereat iu DeZRon was noted d m by Robert
Minor (the 'World," Feb. 4, 1910) m d m u r lkwome ('Thala in 1019," by A*!r TCanmm). A w w d h g to B. R e l M m
in May, 149, Imh into m i t e an article devoted b
the iiith a n u i v m of DeLeon"a deathI but nome drmrmatanew prevenM him from mnying out hia IntenUonu.
LR.
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Bolshevism? However, there is one thing which unquestionably makes them akin to each other, nameIy,
the uncompromising and determined opposition to opportunism in all its forms and manifestations.

*

De Leon died on May r r , rg 14, that is, before the
World War and the Russian Revolution. We have
every reason to believe that the great American revoIutionist would have learned the lessons of these historical events and supported .the position of Leninism. In
any case, De Leon's unquestionable merit consists in
that in a number of Anglo-Saxon countries he trained
cadres of revolutionary Marxists who are now struggling within the ranks of tbe Communist International.
1 Ilbr. RaMcy a-tly
ha^ fa&d to m&# aa close a
study of Imin se one might mwwmbly expect of an admhr
so arderrt and artlFulate. Had he bal arr fruniUar with Lan1#I
wrftingn aa Ma pmfeersed aacep&mce of 4umWnnf*impuw
he could a a m d y have been m
t
y d the mifmnmptioa apressed in his &-ce
to ''- InwitabUW and necessity
of a hmdtiDnal epoch in the form of a dktatomhtp of the
prnIe-t."
To Mr. mhky l a cmmemde8 the following uttea-

maebyumiw
‘mere ia no aotlbt that the Bodallst mvolutim In a country
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where
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It iar further clew that Mr. R&ky hm failed ta mdemttmd
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a of the phrase, **
dictatonMp of the
prole-"
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' m l e m D e w oe. Mctatomhlpa and DespotlrrmP by
Amdd Peterma (NewYmk b b o r Hew8 Cb.)
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The mhion of unionisln ie not to act aa re.ar guard to
army defeated, meamned fn defeat habituated to M e a t , and
fit only for dMeat. The mIsgion of unionhm ia
and
drU the working e l a ~
for~
victory-b "take and hold"
Um m
e v of prmiction, which rnthe uddnbtratlon
of the &trg.

Like the &?athat Wcea up la its bosom and dhmlvea iunumerable elem~zttlrpoured bto it fmm innumersble rlwrm,
t o ~ L ~ t a a k ~ s d d e o l ~ ~ P n d a l l t t
pmblems that have wme mting down the atreof time
a d have kept man in inkmecine strife wlth man.
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We have presented here a Russiap 6 be Leon,
one out of the many of the Bolshevik group of revolutionists who have taken pains to infbrm themselves
about the great' American revolutionist, the man who
Lenin said was the only one who had added mwmg
to Socialist theory since Man. O n e side of Dc Leon's
genius Mr.Raisky has comprehended and fully appreciated, viz., his clear and clean-cut position against the
reformer who calls himself a Socialist and the capital.
ist lieutenant who poses as a labor leader. The struggle
in Russia against the Mensheviks, which presently enlarged to a struggle against practica1y the entire Social Democracy in Europe, placed the Bolsheviks in
the identical position in relntion to these social patriots
and traitors to the working class and the Socialist
movement that Dk Leon ahd the Socialist Labor Party
gradually worked up to durihg the nineties and have
assumed uncompromisingty from that time onward.
So far Mr. Raisky's article is excellent.

Wkn, however, Mr. Raisky from time to time
crosses the bar into De Leon's particular tactical positi00 of the movement as specifically applied to this
country, he suffers the usual collapse of the Russian
unable to see the necessary tactical difference of the
movement in a highly developed industrial.country and
a country like Russia where the revolutionary movement ia obliged to do the work that Russian capitalism
never rose high enough to perform. This defect of
Mr. Raisky's understanding is particularly evident, is
in fact summarized in the last few paragraphs.

"De Leon," says Raisky admiringly, practically
quoting Lenin, "anticipated such an essential element
of the Soviet system as the abolition of parliament and
its replacement by representation of production uuib."
But he adds that, of course, this is only one element
of the Soviet system.
This is true, but on the other hand, it is also true
that the Soviet system is only "an element" of Socialism, reaIly a makeshift until the conditions of Russia
have ripened and are ready for Socialism. Because af
this the next sentence of Raidcy puts the matter entirely on its head.
DeLeon did not fail to understand the necessity
of a transitional period in the form of a dictatorship
of the proletarisr in a country like Russia with tittle
industrial development and a tremendous peasant
popuIation. He saw this necessity as clearly as Mans
did. But he also saw what Marx in the England of the
eighties could at least sense, but what even today the
most advanced of the Russian revolutionists fail to
comprehend; namely, that in a country where industry is so highly developed as in America, and where
the working class is both drilled and thoroughIy organized for industrial operation, if that working class is
also organized on the industrial field in a revolutionary
induptrial organization, it is p o s s i b l ~ a y ,more than
possible, inwitable-for thc political organization, as
rapidly as it can he accomplished, to tarn over all
power of government to the [Socialist] Industrial
Union. To do otherwise would be, as De Leon has repeatedly pointed out, a usurpation, treason to the
Revolution. This the Russians cannot set. T h e low
level of their own industrial development obscures
their vision. We do not blame them for not being able
to 9ee our position, but we refuse, of course, to be in-

'
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fluenced by the tactics of a revolutionary movement
placed in such a podtion.
It has hem remarked that Lenin erred when he
said that Dc ideonhad added something m rev01utionary Socialist theory; i.e., that he had actually ded o p e d the theories of Mam to their fullest conclusion, It is said that, an the other hand, a11 that De
Leon did w a s to do what k i n himself did, forge a
key that fitted Russia and that therefore Dc Leon
added no more to SwiaIist theory than Ltnin did. But
this is wrong and Tmin was right. We believe he had
thc genius to see, or at least to sense the difference between De Leon and himself in this respect. Lain fell
upon a rtvdutionary situation when it was necessary
to "invent" a makeshift State to hold the revolution
till the conditions of Russia could be brought up to S*
cialism. Thus what he "added" waa neither Socialism
nor Socialist theory. The Soviet State was merely a
tactical necewity to bridge over an interim. But the
[Socialist] Industria1 Union and the Industrial Govermnent idea are quite different things; they are Socialism complete, Socialism in operation, the Socialist
Industrial Republic which had never before been
fully comprehended. While all countries need not go
through Sovietism and the dictatorship of the proletariat, all countries will have to organize industrially
into the [Socialist] Industrial Union and the Industrial Government before they can reach Socialism-for
the Industrial Government is Socialism. There is no
o&er.

*

Mr. Raiskv concludes his essay on De Leon in a
n t h t r remarkable fashion. He says: "In any case,
De Leon's unqucstiinable merit consists in that in a
number of Angl&axon countries he trained cadres

of revolutionary Marxists who are now struggling
within the ranks of the Communist International," :a
BETRAYERS AR$N*T'
REVOLJTTIONISTS
,

I

.

.

Mr. Raisky is familik with knin's tributes to oi

Leon since. he qwtes one of them himself, and. the
clearest at that. When Lenin says that De Leon was
the only modq,Socialist ':who has added anything to
Socialist though qhce Marx," does Mr. .Raisky suppose that Leain had in mind the "cadres" (to we
his or his translator's barbarous expression) of
"revolutiona~Mar?rists" struggling in the Cornmunist International? Or does he suppose Lenis had in
mind De Lon's working out of the form "at last discovered" under whicb, in. fully developed capitalist
countries, might be carried out the economic emancipation .of labor? And as for these "cadres" of wouldbe revofutionnry Marxists, wc ask: When, where?
Surely Mr. Raisky cannot mean Reinsteintf who was
sPecifica1iy repudiated by De Leon. He cannot mean
the windbag William Paul, of whom De Leon never
heard and who repudiated all that De Leon ever
taught. Nor can Raiskr have in mind Rudolph Katz,
who not only denied his master more shamefdy than
any other, but who to desertion added base betrayal
of all that is implied in the designation "rewllutionary
Marxist." For it was Mr. Katz who in 19 17, in characteristic socia! patriot fashion, and in Bne with biq denial "in toto" that the Socialist party was a bourgeois
olitfit, wrote President Woodrow Wilson from Jamestown, N.Y.:
"These, threats [of the manufacturem,of James-
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Boris F b h b h , who lait li&

1917,

town], if amid out+would seriarrsly affect the +sent
peaceful rtlutions betwee: nnployccr and employers
in genaral in thir ' d t y a d have s ~endenc to & ple
indurtr h & s l . ! AT THE ART M ~ A LC&M.

M?OF
IAMESTOWN, WHERE GOVERN
MENT CONTRAC~SFOR STEEL
FOR BATTI-ESHIPS ARE~oNDWBEING ,EX*
ECU,TED, A STRIRJ3WAS AVERTED BY T m
COOLHEADEDNESS OF OUR [Katz's] F)RGANIZ4TXOM." (Emphash oum).
, , M
r. Raisky's cmplirnent is n icfi-handed one:,$
h e & fo~.an~one.'who
.can be "stmgghg" in the
Gommunist f ptemntional in Anglakrxqn countries jp
the lunatic fyhion k~&~l;figd by the United States
I variety can do so only in complete negation of all that
M a n and,De L,con ever taught.

FURNIZURE

A

I

*'

Then is
-onemore remark d c h a v e
make
1 in regard
uhis 'rathek remarkable article, bu't this
only

to

to

does not'cstlkrn Mr-:.'
Rdsky but the tfanslator. That
Mr. Raisky has do^! mast careful rtbeafch is quite
I evident. He has uscdoquotationsftom a wide range df

books and pamphlets bf '+d about De Lcdn and he
bas in each case chosen those that expicssed the very
kernel of "DiLeonism." Besides- this, he has given

footnotes with very careful re'ferences as to work,
edition and page. T o secure the origiqals of these references, therefore,, would have been '+, easy task for
the tmnslptor. But to this individual .'l)e Leon pamphhts" were either ariathema or else he was conceited
enough to believe he could. do DebLeon,better than
De Leon. The restdt b, post cases ,was ludicrous,
samgtimes even ,more bumorouF
that classic,
"The Jumping Frog of ~alaverrsC o m ~ , ?which
',
to
the world's great amusement Mark ~ ~ afati randated
s

~

Iittral~y,.into
EqgIiish from the French. tmnshtian.
.

We cannot refrain from quoting a few gems :
HOW NOT TO TRANSLATE I !

De Leon's well-known sentence, "The tiger will d e
fend the tips of his mustache with the same ferocity
that he will defenil his 'very heart,"( has taken- this
shape, "A tiger +ill 'fu+usly defend the ends; of. hig
mstache and dill fight with even grkter f u h f ~ his
r
heart,"'which h6t only brings fbrth a prepostetous
picture of an attacked tiger philosophizing on,whicfihe
will defend Kith the greater fu*, his heart or his
mustache, but, h i course, it throws the whole illustration out of joint. The iUusttarion inteniled to show
that the capitalist will not give up even the smallest of
his privileges.
This passage from "Reform or Revohition" :
44
. .. T h e reformer, for instance, is ever vaporing
against 'tyranny,' and yet watch him; give him rope
enough and you wiIl always see him straining to be the
top man in the shebang, the man on horseback, the
autocrat, whose whim shall be law-"
becomes nearly as preposterous as the first mentioned
translation, being translated thus:
". ..A reformist always shouts against "tyranny,"
but just watch him; give him a free hand and he wiU
always strive to get on top, to become a rider, an autocrat, whose whim must be law."
'"Tobecome a rider" is, o f course, an absolutely
meaningIess figure in this connection, whereas the
"man on horseback" is a well-known figure of speech
for the autocrat or dictator.
One more passage will suffice to show the vigor
and clarity of Dt Leon's language as compared with
the retranslation.
From 'What Means T'his Strike?":
" I ~ n gdid the Socialist Labor Party and Mew

Trade Unionists seek to deliver this important message
["essential principles"] to the broad masses of the
American proletariat, the rank and f i e of our working
class. But we could not reach, we mdd not get at them.
Between us and them there stood a solid wall of i p r ant, stupid and wrrupr labor fakers. Like men groping
in a dark room for an exit, we moved along the wall,
bumping our heads, f~elingever onwards for a door;
we made the circuit and no passage was found. The
waU was sotd. This discovery once made, there was
no way other than tn batter a breach through that walI.
With the battering ram of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance we effected a passage: the mU now
crumbles; at last we stand face to face with the rank
and file of the American proletariat and we are delivering our messageas you may judge from the howl
that goes up from that fakers' wall that we have broken through."
As it appeared in the translation:
"For a long time the Socialist tabor Party and the
new trade unionists strove to convey this important
message ("the healthy principles") to the broad
masses of American labor, to the rank and f i e of our
working class. But we failed to make our way toward
them; wc could not get to them, We were divided by a
d i d wall of ignorant, stupid and corrupt labor fakers.
Like people groping their way out of a dark room,
we moved along the wail, banging our heads against it,
constantly groping for the door in front of us; we
made a circle but did nor find a way out. It was a blind
~ 1 1 Once
.
we made this discovery there was nothing
to be done but break a \Fray through it. By the battering ram of the Socialist Trade and Labor AUiancc we
formed an exit; now the wall is crumbling, and we
are finall standing face to face with the rank and file
masses o the American working class and are convey-

r

ing our messagc to thcm. You can judge this biy dw
howl coming from that wall of fakers."
But the valiant translator has not only written
De Leon, Be has not balkcd at taking a hand at Shakespeare. The lines quoted by D e h o n in "Socialist Reconstruction," in describing tk ballot without the industriar.powerto back it, viz. : .
weaker than a woman's tears,
Tamer &all sleep, fonder than ignor-

==,

Lms valiant than tile virgin in the
nikht,
.
And lillcse as unpracticed infancy.
have become:
is wcaker than whmen's tears,
Gentlm t h m dream, madder than ignorance,
Even less brave than a maiden at night,
And art!css as inexperien~edchildhood.

'

It will be recalled that an article by one L.G.
Raisky on the significance of De Leon and his stmgg1t
against opportunkm in the American labor movement
was printed seriallv in the WEEKLY
PEOPLE.
Raisky,
by the way, is said tu live in &hesame house with &c
hove-mentioned EisenbergmlLet as stick a pin there,
as DcLcon would say. The National Secretary of the
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Labor Pdrty had for some time prior to the
phlishing of this essa)t bem in eornspond;ence with
Raisky, having even received from at latter a copy
of the Russian edition of his essay 'on DCh,
Copies
of the WEEKLY
PEOPLEcontaining the mprint were
sent to Haisky as a matter of courtesy, Some time
after these were sent, a letter was received from hirti
which is reproduced herewith:
: , t . ~ l L , , W , ,.. Leningrad,U.S.S.R.
m:Nov. 2 5 , 1931
I
.. . , ' I . . ,,,,i
Mr. Arnold Petersen
Secretary SLP
New York, N.Y.
U.S.A.
. .
I categoricrlly forbid you to prmt my article on
De Leon, which appeared in the Comwrwnist. I take
this opportunity to emphatically protest against your
reprinting a part of my article to which I neither gave
mv consent to, nor can I consent to.
This article presents a part of my work of De Lean
and for this reason touches only one problem, namely
the struggle of De Leon with Opportunism.
This article does not entirely cover the erroneous
side of De Ideonism.In addition this article does now
[not?] show how the contemporary SLP continues
stubbornly to presist [sic] in these mistakes and for
this reason has kept itself away from the international
revolutionary workingelass movement
Due to the fact that the SL2 did not recognize the
principlte 6f Leainism (Bolshevism) it has entered ob
jectively the camp of -the counterrevolution.
The editorial foreword to my articIe reprinted in
the WEEKLY
PEOPLE
contained. a foolish, insinuation,
namely,. that it would appear that some of the RusSociatist

.
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*inn Bolsheviks arc beginning to look upon the present
SLP with favor, This of course no more or less
than poIitictl chrrlatism [sic] comparative to the maner of Tammany Hall.
Nor wishing to enter into any polemics with you,
I demand that you print this letter in the WEEKLY

PEOPLE.

L. Raisky
One's first reaction to such a scurrilous note would
naturally be one of anger, which, however, was bound
to be replaced by feelings of pity mingled with amusement. The reply written to Raisky by the National Secretary meets his "&jections," and at the same time
restates the Party's attitude toward the so-called Third
International, for whih reason it is reproduced here.

The reply follows :
March 16, 1932
Mr. L.G. Raisky

6 Barburin, Pereulik
Bldg. 6,Apt. as
Leningrad, U.S.S. R.
Dear Sir :
Some time ago I received your letter dated Nov.
25, 1931. For several reasons I have delayed answering you, among the most important being that I was
preparing several new publiatians for the press, including your article on Daniel De Leon. Z had promised myself the pleasure of giving you the castietion
which you so richly deserve, and the instruction which
you so badly needed, but the delay was inevitable.
You commence your letter with the following hysterical outburst: "I categorically forbid you to print
my article on Dt Lmn, which appeared in the Coaraounist." Your "categoticar" ukase is unccrmmiouslg re-

1

I

1

jetted. Moreover, when you wrote that, you knew as
a matter of fact that we had aheady reprinted your
artide, for just a little further down you say in your
letter : "The editorial foreword to my articlt reprintPEOPI~E. . " Why this foolish
ed in the WEEKLY
ex post facto and utterly ineffective prohibition?
Whom are you seeking to impress with this boyish
bravado? Surely not your present correspondent to
whom you even sent the originaI Russian edition of
your De1,eon article-in fact you stated: "I am
pleased to send the above [De L o n article) to you."
Your article has just been printed by us in a pamphlet of 48 pages, I am, indeed, very pleased to send
you a copy herewith. I shall do more than that-I shall
send copies to as many papers and libraries as possiblc
in the U.S.S.R., and elsewhere for that matter. Y o u
wiU thus discover that gratitude on our part for your
original kindness
though considemhly marred by
your later gross insolence and forced stupidity-is by

..

-

no means wanting.

In all ordinary circumstances one would answer a
letter as scurrilous as yours with that silence which
most forcefully q r e s s e s true contempt. However, an
opportunity for speaking our mind for once having
been presented to the S i a l i s t Labor Party, it seems
wasteful not to seize it and make the most of it. I
propose, then, to urse your letter as the means of restating our position. I shall take up your letter and first
deal with the several parts separately-the contradictions, the scurrilous parta and the rather forced imbecilities which it mnraina. You say:
"This article do- not entirely cover the erroneous
side of De Leanism. In addition thb article does now
[not?] show how the contemporary SLP continues
61

stubbody to presist in these mistakes and for ahis
reason has kept itself away from the international
revolutionary working-class moment^!
Wow charmingly naive! And what a familiar ring
that statement has. It sounds, indeed, exactly like the
comments of the average capitalist professor on th,e
works of Mam. Many of these, you know, pretend to
find much that is good in Marx, who would be a perfect gentleman were it not for his "unfortunate errors"
with regard to the law of value, extraction of surplus
value, etc., etc. Anyway, it will be as entertaining to
learn about the "erroneous side of De Leonism" as in
the past it was to learn about the "erroneous side" of
Marxism.
When you declare that the "contemporary SLP
continues stubbofnly to presist [sic] in these mistakes,"
etc., you are talking nonsense. You are repeating
ready-made forrnlllae which have been supplied you
by the anarchists who are masquerading here as Cornmuniats. Note this: Neither you nor any of your fe1low Russians possess the Marxian learning, and still
less the understanding, of American capitalism, which
would qualify you to function as critics of the SociaIist
Labor Party of America. The only man thus far who
had the Mamian learning and the brains to understand, to a conriderable extent at least, the nature of
full-grown capitalism, and the requirements for the
social revolution in fully developed industrial countries,
was Imin. Read his works carefully, and you may
avoid making such a ridiculous exhibition of yourself*
As for the SLP's keeping "itself away from the
international remlutionary working4ass movement,''
where is that movement? You cannot posblibly mean
the counterparts of the anarchists who in this country

call thtmselvcs Cotrimltnists, This &*up of simpletons,
agents ptovocateurs and madmen'had better be referred to as the second line of defense of American
capitalism, the first line being the AFL atld its ally
the Sociafist party. As a s;lmp!e qf the madness of this
group in the United States I enclose h$rewith anuarricle
dealing with some of their recent antics. I sincerely
hope you will secure the fhree campaign .booklets referred to. They shouId furnish you wiih a wealth
of data on opportunism in the so-called labor movement of America. But fear not - when there is a real
international Mamian movement, the SLP will be a t
the head and front of it, with Soviet Russia in the rear,
as befits a county of quch low economic development.
Scurrility is indeed mixed with imbecility when you
say that:
. ' ( h e to the fact that the SLP did not recpgnize
the principles of Leninism' (Boldhevism) it has entered objectively the camp of tht counterrevolution,"
Are you really so ignorant that you 'do not know
that 1,enin himself recognized DeLeonism as th.e
only addition to Marxism ince 'Marx? No, you are
not ignorant of it,' f i r you quote Reed's statement in
your article. How can you write such nonsense, altogerher contrary to your o m better howledge? Leninism, if it means anything, means Marxism applied to
Russia, that is, to a country ecanornically backward.
De Leonism' means Marxism applied to the United
States, that is, to a country economically the most advanced to date. It is from the United States that
revriIutionary directions, and eventually instructions,
will proceed EventuaUy you in Russia will do what
we, the Dc Lton-Marxism in the U.S., tell' you to db.
You would do well not to forget that: even though you
1
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have forgotten, if you ever understood it, the warning implied in the Horatian passage quoted by M a n :
"DGte fabula nsrratur." ("Change the name and the
story is told of yon.")
You speak of counterrevolution. Do you know
that the Iast American counterrevo1utionist died upward of one hundred years ago? The future counterrevolutionists will include the precious bunch of anarchists and re formers (your a&al~ed American Cornmunists) who now so persistently aid the capitalist
reaction in keeping the workers in ignorance of revolutionary Marxian principles. But nonsensical as is your
reference to "counterrevolution," its slanderous implication is apparent enough. Don't you feel a bit
cheap repeating such dbvious kindergarten stuff?

You further say :
(J
"The editorial foreword to my article reprinked in
the WEEKLYPEOPLEcontained a foolish insinuation, namely, that it would appear that some of the
Russian Bolsheviks are beginning to look upon the
present SLP with favor. This of course is no more or
less than political charlatism comparative to the manner of Tammany Hall."

At the present stage it is a matter of no importance
to us whatever whether "some of the Russian Bolsheviks are beginning to look upon the present SLP
with favor." In fact, in view of the "Russian Bol-

sheviks' " complete lack of understanding of capitalism
in this country, and their obvious inability to apply
Marxian science to the development here, it might be
a cause for self-criticism if the scientific SLP met with
"the favor" of these "Bolshcvib." We should prob
ably f e d that there was something wrong with us.

What we are looking for is not "favor" but intelligent
wderstanding.
To get the full flavor of it, 1, repeat here your
contemptible and unbelievably imbecile alandtr against
the Party which Lmin hailed repeatedly as the only
revolutionary Party in America: "This of course is
no more or less than political charlatirim [sic] comparative [sic] to the manner of Tarnmany Hall." I
will do you the honor of supposing that that phrase
wars made in U.S., and that you were ordered to use
it. It savors too much of the slum-proletarianism of the

I

American anarcho-Communist to ascribe it to you
who, in your De Leon article, gave indication of being
fairly d m d , not without reholarship, and zpprmntly
decent-

You condude by saying:
ti

Not wishing to enter into any polemics wirh you,
I demand thrt<youprint this letter in the WEEKLY

PEOPLE."
No,you certainly do not want to enter h t o polem-

ics with me. For, if you desired to do that, you would
not resort to such cheap and contemptible billingsgate
and scurrility. You would marsha1 your facts and your
arguments, a d above all you would cease to act, most
unnaturally for you, I believe, as a moron and a
mechanical robot.
One naturally asks oneself: In view of your previous courtesy and decency, what is the explanation
of this extraordinary change in your conduct, this
present lack of common decency, of common senile? I
tbink I: can suppIy the answer which divides itself into
two main parts.
First :The Russian Communist party decided very
early, and quite naturally so, that a new InttmationaI

hnd to be organized. The revolutionary world leadership having for the moment fallen to1the Russian
Bolshevik party,, itl was natural that the initiative, or at
l e a ~ tthe inspiration, should come'from Rwsia. Hence,
the so:called Third , InternhbnaI.. I .
The Second I n t h a t i o ~ a lhad been notoriously
loolre, so much ao that there was, in' fact, nothing to
that International except H*I series of congresses held
which at best' ire& nothing m o than
~
debating societies at: whIt.h llttle was done ckcept to focus, for the
time being, q e attention of the w[irld U ~ I the
I
$ded
of the world+ide Socialist mo~emkht~
that is, its' aspiiation to become a real Tnternationil brgan for *the
emantipation of the u*orking~diss.
That International recopized thnt differences in
the social, economic and culiural status of the virious
countries rendered if 'necessary to 1eave"it to the dlf ferent: countrid to work'outtlieir parkicular proHcihs $
their own way, and to adapt their tactics in a d r d a n c e
with the conditions obtaining ih these countries. Conditions in sem'iFeudal Eurbpean countries impelled the
Socialist movements in these himtries to becothti protagonists, not merely for the workers, but dm 'for the
su-called liberal honrgeoisie which was strivii&'to bmplete the political emahcipation of capitalisdi'khd to
remove the remaining trammels ,of feudalisin.'Hcnce,
the Socialist movement in these countri'es (characteristkallv enough, called Social Democratic parries) became popular IlroceMcntJ in the widest sense, induding the bourgeois conceptions of democracy, As a
consequence of these circumstances these rhovernmts
attained a numerical strength far beyond what. thty
would have attained had they remained strictly Manian or workinp.class movements. This quantity, &-

I

viodv obtained at the expense of quality, created the
illusion uf workingdass swess. The bourgeois mutt0
"nothing succeeds like success'? b m n e the rallying
cry, and at the same time the intended silencer of all
protests from the strictly Marxian eleqents in the
Second Intemationrml, notably if not almost d w i v e l y
the Socialist 11hor Party movements in A m d c a ,
Australia, Smtb Africa and Great Britain.
''
In the United States the bourgeois Socialist party,
patterned chiefly after the German Social Democracy,
imitating the forms and echoing parrot-like the slogans and phrases of the German party, attracted to
itself large numbers of bourgeois liberals, bourgeois
writers, lawyers and what not, with here and there
sections of raw and umtrltared workiog-class elements,
But what in Germany furnished a considerable degree
of --justification for "populariziag" (in a bourgeois
sense) d i e movement was obviously Iacking entirely
here. The discontented bourgeois dements here, far
from W~ngcarriers of progress as was the case to
Borne extent in Germany and .continental Europe in
general, ware the rag, tag and bohtail of the middle
and Iower capitalist layers, that is, the b h p t sections of the lower capitalist class, hence ultra-reactionary and totally without vision, but naturally in rebellion
against "Big Business" and insp,ired 4withthe hope of
once again climbing back on the capitalist Juggernaut
of e,uploitation.
., Remembering, this looseness of orgmization in the
Sccond Tnteraationd, but ignoring the reasons for
same, the Russian Bolsheviks decided to. formbanInterqatipnal yith irondad rules and discipline.
This would perhaps ,have worked if this International had btmlmodeled.inIine with a .highly developed
a

,

I
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industrial country, that is, m keeping with the nature
of international capitalism, But unfortunately onc of
the most industrially backward countries ( Russia ) was
taken as a model. The peculiar conditions in Russia,
and the requirerncnts of revolutionary success in prcSoviet Russia, furnished the inspiration for the new
TnternationaI, with results even more incongruous than
under the Second International. For however much
that International was molded by the conditions in
semif eudal European countries its very looseness made
it possible for more revolutionary groups to remain
parts of it without surrendering their principles or
physical integrity.
In the case of the Third International, however,
it was: Take it or leave it; that is to say, the leaders
of the Third International (chiefly, I believe, the Zin*
v i d f element) formulated programs and tactics which,
ahost to the last detail, reflected the economic conditions in Russia, and the corresponding tactics and
policies. What in continental Europe (and pa16~cularly
in the most backward countries) constituted a realistic
program, here became an opera bouffe, a tmly
burlesque bolshevism.
For the serious Marxists to have faUen in line with
such a vaudeviIle performance would, obviously, have
meant to surrender every vestige of revolutionary integrity, not to speak of scientific daritv, and sense of
reaiism--a surrender, moreover, to a raw undisciplined
element which had received i t s training and inspiration
in the corrupt "Socialist party" and in the anarch~yndicalist I WW.
There was only one thing the Mamian Socialist
Labor Party could do, and that was to reject in its
entirety this compound of anatrho-bourgeois notions
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and tactics offered through the w a l l e d Third International. And this, incidentally, is the reasan why the
SLP '%as kept itself away from the h t m a t i u n a ~
revolutionary workingxlasn movement," as you so
naively and rhetorically put it.
- \INOW, then, having never understood, because havC
~ng-neverapplied the touchstone of Mamian dialectics
to thq situation, the Russian Communists subsequent
to FRnin have looked askance at the SLP. Tn defiance
of all Mamisn precepts you Russians haw insisted that
industrial America must mirror agricultural Russia,
whereas every sound Marxist understands that the
backward country must necessariIy mirror the advanced
country (again "de tt fibula . .!")--that is, ir must
see in the highly developed cotmery the image of its
own future, and nor vice versa. This is so simple, so
elementary, that it seems incredible that so few Europeans have understood it, Yet, instead of recognizing in the Marxian SLP its logical counterpart in superindustrial America, the Russian Communists ( excruding Lcnin) fancied themselves kin to the riffraff of
petty bourgeois adventurers, anarchu-syndicalists, autand-out anarchists, and all the rest of the slum elements that a healthy movement naturally expels and
repels-fancied n kinship merely because these elements, as unprincipled asthey are unscrupulous, as ignorant as h e y are brazen and persistent, parrot-like
repeat slogans and phrases which may have a meankg
in Russia, but which become absurd and utterly
grotesque in this country.
Lehin, hawever, saw the situation somewhat clearer, though even his vision was blurred by reason of
his dwelling in the valleys of capitalism instead of enjoying the vista made possible by viewing capitalism

.

from its summit. Repeatedly Lenin referred t~ the
*ialist Lsbor Party as one of the truly Mamian
groups in the international labor movement. Merely
as a matter of record I cite the following. In his letter
to Alexandra Kallontai, March 16,1917, Lenin said:
"Newer again along the lines of. the Second,International! IVmr .again with Kautsky. By all veans a
marc revolurioaary prpgram and more revolutipnary
tactics. (K. Liebknecht, the American Socialist lab^
Party, the Dutch Marxists, etc., show elemenrs of
such program and tactics) . . ."
In his "Tasks of the Proletariat in RevoIution~'
Lenin again said: "CIosest to the Internationalists are
.. .in the United States, the Socialist Labor Party and$ 8
certain elements of the opportunist Socialist party .. .
In a resolution drafted by Lenin at the All-Russian
Conference of the Russian Social-Democratic h b r
party, May, 1917, the Socialist Labor Party i s again
recognized as a revolutionary movement. "The revohtionary Internationalists who have started a struggle
against the war in a n countries in spite o f martial law
and an ironslad regime [include]
the Socialist
Labor Party . .. in the United States . . ." And so on.
I do not mention Lenin's acknowledgments of the
revolutionary character of the SLP because Lenin's
judgment one way or the other determined the status
of the SLP, but merely to show that you kck the understanding which K
n
i (partially, at least) possessed
concerning the Socialist Labor Party, and because it
proves that you and your associates are not in accord
with Lenin, any more than you are on the questions
of transition period and "proletarian dictatorship" in
advanced capitalist countries.
However, due to a number of causes (included

. ..

among these being Lenin's protracted illness and untimely death, and the inabiity of Lenin's foUowtrs to
apply Mamian dialectics to American conditions), the
anarchoopportmist element was recognized as the
revolutionary element (save the mark I ) in this Country, with all the tragedy and burlesque comedy which
resulted from this fundamental error. Having once
committed themselves to this false position and the disastpus policy involved, thc Russians have found themselves in the position of the one who holds on to the
tail of a runaway horse: If he holds on he is wrecked,
if he lets go he is crushed against the ground. Or in
the position .of the gambler on the Stock Exchange:
When his stocks go down, he throws good money after
bad in a de~ptrate~attmpt
to save it.
To take -the most charitable view of the matter, it
might be said that he Russian Commuriist parq, having'staked its weputation on this anarcho-slummist eIe-'
lilef"?, masquerading here as a Communist party, feels
(mistakenly, as4wesee it) that it cannot afford to repudiate the eutfit. But, whatever may bk the precise
reas- for ,the attihide of the Russian9,.gne thing is
ceitain,. and &it-is that in recognizing and supporting
this anarch&ourgeois-slum element in this 'country,
the count+ (SBviet Russia') &at ought to furnish revoIllribnary 'inspiratibn ts ';he prdletariat everywhere has
given the heavi&t support ko'ode of the most insidious,
and therefore 'dangerous, foes of 'the proletarian revolution.
This, then, iis the first part of the answer. For it
is clear that despite your somewhat clearer understanding of De Leon's importance, to the ref ~lutionary
woikingdass movement, you share, on' the whole; the
superstitioris and prejudices of your fellow Russians
4
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with regard to the revolutionary movement outside

Russia.

The second part of the answer concerns itself more
particular!^ with the pettier aspects of the human
equation. It is unquestionabIy true that revolutionary
discipline requires the subordination of the individual
to the movement. But this subordination can be physical only when reason rebeIs against disciplinary action
In other words, although the revolutionist must yieId
to the decisions of the organization even though in d i s
agreement, he does so merely in the sense that he
ceases any obstructive tactics which led to the disciplinary action, continuing his support of the Party as a
whole. He does not, and must not, yield his r m l w
tionaw, his intellectual, integrity. For to do that means
stultification and debasement of character.
The most that revolutionary discipline may cxaa
in this respect is abstention from counter activities,
and silerrce as to points in dispute. It cannot require
that the individual must debase himself by speaking
contrary to his own mature judgment and what hc
feels is his better knowledge. Yet, there is ample evidence that this is precisely what you have done. T o repeat what I said before, you were, to begin with, the
soul of courtesy in your letters to me, even to the extent of furnishing me with your essay in the original
Russian. Then your essay on De Leon appeared in the
WEEKLY
PEOPLE,
and for months I: heard nothing
from you, not even an acknowltdgment, let alone
thanks for the numerous pamphIets, etc., which on
your special request I sent you in May, 1931. During
the summer of 1931 one of our members visited Rua
sia, and when he returned he informed me that in
Leningrad he had met an SI-P renegade who, like
Reinstein, had done his utmost to disrupt the Socialist
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Labor Party for the benefit of the corrupt Social
Democratic Socialist party befort he went to Russia.
This individual stsrred that he knew you well, you and
he being located in the same building.He stated further to our member {who knew his informant well,
having been members of the same SLP Section in the
United States) that you were away on rt vacation, but
that on your return you were cited to appear before
your party to answer certain charges in connection
with the appearance of your essay in the WEEKLY
PEOPLE.
And it was made dear that you were headed
for a lot of trouble, and that ahead of you there lay
a disagreeable journey to Canossa.
The only point that I could see to these chrfgcs
was that you had furnished me with a copy of your
article in the original Russian. But why was that ao
terrible? Because having ;he origifiul Rtrsskta we were
able to prove chat the so-calltd Comtraunisr party in
the United States (in keeping with its record of scoundre1ism) had sagpressed passages of your article in the
transiariorr rhat was made for the magazifte, "The
Commzrnis;!' You had, unwittingly, aided us in exposing the corruption and unscrupulousness of the spyridden anarcho-Communist outfit which is dragging
through the mire the honored names of Mam, Engels,
L d n and other revolutionary thinkers, Therein, a p
parently, lay your monstrous crime. And for this you
were to bc disciplined. Apparently part of the discipline consisted in this: that you were to denounce
us most vehemently (despite your natural friendly and
probably even fraternal regard for us), so that no
taint of collaboration with American Marxism might
attach to you! Hence your silly, dtnuncirtory~letter
with its absurd slanders and lies against the SLP.
I believe the foregoing fully a c c o e for your
73

changed attitude, as it accounts for the genemi attitude
of the Russian Communists toward the Socialist Labor
Party. As for the rest I refer you, first, to our pamphlet edition of your article on De Leon, and, secondly, to one of our recent ~amphlets,"Proletarian
Democracy vs. Dictatorships and Despotism." In the
former you will find several annotations which expose your lack of understanding of certain Mamian
fundamentals as applied to advanced capitalist countries, and also a few pen portraits of SLP renegades
who, while in the SLP, carried on a constant flirtation
with the bourgeois SP, while in Russia they were, first,
Men~hevists,and later conformed and became ardent
Bolshevists. In the latter pamphlet you will find a
treatment of the related subjects o f LLProletarian
Dictatorship" and Industrial Unionism. If you would a p
ply to American conditions the scientific principle that
the important thing is not to damover differences in
things that look alike, but on the contrary, that the
important thing is to discover the likenesses in things
that ,seem to look different, you might begin to understand why the seemingly different SLP is essentially
like the Russian revolutionary party, ' while the American anarchq-Communist party, seemingly like the Russian
is its very opposite, all the factors and common roots being taken into consideration. You will also
find a n u d e r of quotations from the works of Mam
and Lenin which conclusively prove the absolute correctness of the position of the Socialist Labor Party on
such questions as "Transition Period," "Dictatorship
of the Proletariat," force and violence, etc., etc. 1 chal-
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lenge you to refute the arguments advanced in that
pampbIet. You cannot do it, and you dare not attempt
to do it, far you wonld bave to repudiate, not only
M a n (which perhaps wouldenottrouble you much),
but you would have to repudiate Lenin also. Here i s
where "I-eninist" Faith, Mr. Raisky, will suffer shipwreck on the rock of Mamian science I (Note that I
put Leninist in quotation marks. I do this because
Leninism, properly speaking, means Mamism as applied to Russia, whereas "Leninism1' is the religious
phantasmagoria into 'which you and your unthinking
associates have turned Leninism.)
I take my leave of you, and I do so in the hope
that some day, with Jlanged cirqunstances in the economic relations of Russia, we may meet in fraternal.
fellowship on common ground-that is, on that iw'
finitely higher level afforded by superior industrial
development, where you will be able to look back and
down, as in a perspective, upon the present unripe situation in Russia, with a full realization of your past
foIly in attempting to moId the revolutionary move
ment of a full-blown capitalism to the retarded industrial development of Russia. On that day you will
have discovered, as De LRon put it, that the SLP,
with malice toward none, with charity for all, is moving by chart, "its path lighted from above by a firmament where the North Star shines distinctly in its place,
md is for never an instant confused with a rush light,
or the fitful phosphorescence of a lightning-bug."
Sincerely youn,
Arnold Petersen,
National Secretary

Aubkndurn: LeninS Recognition
of De h i G r a l m
(From 4%amdam w. gdvlet D w t p o k , " by Amold

mtmawa)

It seems hardly necessary to say that the monstrosity called .%viet Russia today is not the Socialism
visualized iby Lenin, and certainly not by Marx! For,
however we may criticize X.enin on &is or that score,
he was a Marxist who was dedicated to the cause of
the proletariat. And we know that he had been profoundly impressed by De Leon and his great contribution to Marxism.
Lcnin's acknowledgments of De Leon's greatness as a Marxist have becn cited often in SLP literature, but the present occasion would seem to justify
doing so again. These statements were made by persons who in no sense could be charged wi* being
prejudiced in favor of De Txon or the SLP,some of
them being partisans of 1,cnin and others, the journalists, merely reporting what they heard or observed.
Their testimonies are unimpeachable, *each of them
confirming inde.pendendy and in substance what the
otilers had Lccn told. It is important to note this because the successors of Lenin have tried despemtely
to belittle these report!+ .or they resorted to the cheap
est sophistry, until: apparently it was decided to "dispose" of them by imposing a conspiracy of silence.
These efforts,this conspiracy of silence, can only mean
that the Stalinists everywhere realized the profowd
significance of I~nin'aendorsements of De Leon's con-
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tribution to Marxism-realized that they either had
to repudiate Jamin openly (they had already done so
in practice), or recognize Dc Laon's contribution to
Marxism. T o do the formen they dared not. To do the
latter would 'be to admit their own moral and intellectual bankruptcy, as well as constituting a repudiation of
crew of swindlers and liars who caU themselves
he American "Communist party," If they had realIy
en Marxists--honest and dedicated Mancis*
they would obviously have accepted the logic of Lenin's
recognition of De Leon and acted accordingly. Since
they were not, and are not, Marxists, they naturally
did what all anti-Marxists do when forced to the wall
-resorted to slander and vilifications. And this, we
ow, they have done in full measure.
T h e first witness is the American journalist, Arno
Dosch-Fieurot, who so vividly reported for his paper,
the Ncw York JYorld, the events that led to the Bolshevik Revolution, and those following in the period
irnmtdiatcly thereafter. In the World of Jan. 31,
I 9 r 8, Dosch-Fleurot wrote :
"Daniel De Leon, late bead of the Socialist
h b o r Party in America, is playing, throug)l his
writings, an important part in the amstruttion of
a SaciaIist Statc in Russia. T h e Bolshevik leaderrs
are h d i n his ideas of an industrial Statc in advmcc of arl M a d s theories.
"Lenin, closing his s eech on the adoption of
the Ri hts of Workers il1 in the Congress lof
%vim!!, shwed the inhence of De h,
whose
governmental construction on the basis of industries fib adrnirablv into the Soviet construction
of the State now forming in Russia. De Leon is

k
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really the first American Socialist to affect Eur*
pean thought."
The second wimess is Arthur Ranrome, a dis-
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tinguisherl British writer who wrote a book widely read
at the time, "Six Weeks in Russia in 1919,'' In this
book he reported Lenin as having said that". ..he ELenin. had read in an En lish Socialist paper Eprob ly the British SL organ,
The Socialist? a comparison of his own theories
with those of an American, Daniel De Leon. He
had then brrowed some of De Leon's pamphlets
from Keinstein (who belongs [had
the party which De Leon founded in
SLPJ), read them for the first time, and was
amazed to see how far and how early De Leon
had pursued the same train of thought as the Russians. His [DeI-eon's] theory that representation
should be b r r induqtrics, not by areas, was alread
thc germ of the Soviet system.. . . Some days a l
terwards I noriced that 1,enin had introduced a
few phrases of De Leon, as if to do honor to his
memory, into the draft for the new program of
the Cummunist party."
J U S ~imagine Stalin or Khrushchev introducin "a
few phrases of De Leon'' in one af their writings AS
well imagine a Catholic prelate introducing into a sermon one of Luther's gy theses against the. Papacy I

1
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TESTIMONY
OF MINORAND REED,
.The*thirdwitness-is the late'~obert.~inor,
later
ardent Stalinist and, of course, no'friend of De Leon
or the SLP. Rlinnr reported:
"The American De Leon first formulated the
idea of a Soviet government which grew ap on his
idea. Future society Lenin said] 'will' be organized atong Soviet [ at is, occupationaI] lines.
There will he Soviet [that is, industrial] rather
than gcographicd boundaries for nations. IndusmealUnioniswt is the basic thin That is what we
[the Russians] are building." ( ew York World,
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8, 1919.)
Again, in the New York Call (SociaIist party
daily) of June 23, 1919, Robert Minor reported
1-enin as having said:
"The constituency of future society shall be
defined, not upon geographical lines, but upon the
Iines of industrial unionism. ,. .With central (enforced) authority it would amount to the pro am
of the American Socialist Labor Party as set orth
by DanieI De Leon."
1 remind you a p i n that Minor was no friend of
the SLP, or of De Ixon - indeed, in later years he
bccarne one of the most vicious vilifiers of the Party
and of its distinguished founder's principles and program. All the more impressive, then, is Minor's testimony in this respect.
T h e fourth witnfis iis John Reed, author of the
well-known boak, "Ten Days That Shook the World,"
and also no friend of De I.eon or the SLP. Reed reported to the SLP on May 4, 19r 8 :
'"Premier Lenin is a great admirer of Daniel
De Leon, mnsidering him the greatest of modern
Socialists the only one who has added anphmg
to k i a l i s t thought since Marx [mark that: the
ONLY one] . . It is Lenin's opinion that the Industrial 'State' as conceived by De Leon will ultimatel have to be the form of government in
Russia.
"UltimateIy" - yes. But not if the Stalins and
Khrushchevs have any determination in the matter1
These auhstantially identical reports from diverse
personalities prove beyond doubt that had Ltnin lived
another zo years or so (he was only 54 when he died)
events in Russia would wImost certainly have taken a
course far different from the one followed under the
charlatan and despot Stalin -md now under the crude
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bully Khrushchev. And only

a fool or a croak would
charge that these four men ( Dosch-Fleurot, Ransome,
Minor and Reed) entered into a conspiracy to report
something which they, for no reason at all, made up

themseIves !

But there is more evidence that Lenin fuIly accepted De Leon's idea of industrial representation in
future society. Coloncl Raymond Robins was a welIknown and hi#& respected American capiraIist representative who visited Russia in 1919.Colonel Rdins
succeeded in arranging for an interview with Lenin,
and what foUows are excerpts from that interview.
b i n is quoted as having said that "political social
control [that is, the State] will die," and he added that
the "political system" (referring particularly to the
United States) is antiquated, and that it wiIl mentually
be destroyed by the Socialist system. And he went on
to explain :
LI
Our svstem will destroy yours because it will
consist of socid eonttol which rempizm the basic
fact of modern life. It reoegnizes the fact that real
pnanertodav is esoao.tffic, and that the social control of today must therefore be econotnic also. SO
what do we do? Who will be our representatives
in our national legidaturt, in our national Soviet,
from the district of Baku, for instance?
"The district of Baku is an oil country. Oil
makes Baku. Oil rules Baku. Our representatives .
fmm Baku will be elected by the oil industry.
They will he elected by the workers in the oil industry. You say, who are the workers? t say, The
men who manage and the men who obey the ord m o f mlnasers, the snperintcndents, -the engineers, thc txrtrsans, the manual laborers-aI1 the
persons who are actua1Iy engaged in the actual

work of production, by brain or hand - they are

-

the workers. Persons not so engaged
persons
who are not at labor in the oil industry, but who
try to live ofI it without labor, by speculation, by
royattics, by investments unaccompanied dby any
work af daily toil - they are not workers. They
may know something about oil or they may not.
'-Usually
they rlo not. I n any case, they are not
1
:'engaged in the actual producing of oil. Our repub
Iic is a prod~cers' republic."
Lenin concluded - and one almost seems to hear
Dt Leon's voice in these words:
"This system is stronger than yours because
4t fits in with reality. . .. Our government will be
:economic [i,e., inchistrial] soctal control for an
econowtk age. It will triumph because it speaks
the spirit, and reieases and uses the spirit of the
, age that now is."
Thus spake Lenin in the spirit of the great and
faraeting De Leon, What Lenin outlined was, however, more of a vision than reality. He forecast what
would be, what should be in Russia in the days to come.
But, as we know, he was shamefully betrayed by the
adventurers. charlatans and incompetents who followed
'him, for nowhere in rhe vast Russian empire is there
today anything that remotely resembles Lenin's SoI cialist Industrial Union vision. And though nearly 40
.;years have passed since Lenin spoke those words to
Colonel Robma, there is not only no indication that
the present Stalinist lpli class has any thought of
,putting Lenin's words into practice, but, even worse,
it has nrececded in turning the wheel of progress
backward, Soviet Russia being farther than ever removed from the ideal condition envisioned and so
graphically presented to Colonel Robins by Lenin, except in the economic respect. But that is another story.
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